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New, Recent & Forthcoming Titles

**The Bible for the Curious**
A Brief Encounter
by Philip R. Davies

This book is for anyone curious about the Bible: what it is, and what modern research reveals about it. Unlike most textbooks, it has no footnotes, avoids technical discussion as much as possible, and makes no assumptions about religious belief. Its aim is to introduce the contents a way that engages readers critically, and to persuade them that in a modern secular society this collection of ancient writings can still contribute to the way we think about history, philosophy and politics. It is a challenge to both those who regard it as ‘word of God’ and those who dismiss it as obsolete or myth or irrelevant.

160p, 6 illus, 11 maps & charts (Equinox Publishing, November 2018)
paperback, 9781781797440, $27.00. **Special Offer $22.00**
hardcover, 9781781797433, $67.95. **Special Offer $55.00**

---

**Agony in the Pulpit**
Jewish Preaching in Response to Nazi Persecution and Mass Murder 1933–1945
by Marc Saperstein

Many scholars have focused on contemporary sources pertaining to the Nazi persecution and mass murder of Jews between 1933 and 1945—citing dated documents, newspapers, diaries, and letters—but the sermons delivered by rabbis describing and protesting against the ever-growing oppression of European Jews have been largely neglected. *Agony in the Pulpit* is a response to this neglect, and to the accusations made by respected figures that Jewish leaders remained silent in the wake of catastrophe. The passages from sermons reproduced in this volume—delivered by 135 rabbis in fifteen countries, mainly from the United States and England—provide important evidence of how these rabbis communicated the ever-worsening news to their congregants, especially on important religious occasions when they had peak attendance and peak receptivity.

111p (Hebrew Union College Press, June 2018)
hardcover, 9780878201600, $99.00. **Special Offer $80.00**
PDF e-book, 9780822983088, $99.00. **Special Offer $80.00**
Built on Rock or Sand?
Q Studies: Retrospects, Introspects and Prospects
edited by Christoph Heil, Gertraud Harb and Daniel A. Smith

This volume contains the proceedings of an international Q symposium held at Graz University on July 20–23, 2011. The conference presented the current state of Q studies and spelled out their future directions through interpretations of particular texts and methodological reflections. One important thrust of the discussions during the conference concerned the literary character of Q: Is it possible or indeed necessary to reconstruct the wording of Q? How coherent, “finished” and scribalized was Q? Other central topics related to the social and theological importance of Q: What were the contexts of the composition of Q? How can the relationships between Q and ancient Judaism(s) and nascent Christ groups be described?

621p (Peeters Publishers, May 2018, Biblical Tools and Studies 34) hardcover, 9789042935532, $118.00. Special Offer $95.00

The Narrative of the Caucasian Schism
Memory and Forgetting in Medieval Caucasia
by Nikoloz Aleksidze

In the early seventh century, the Georgian and the Armenian Churches separated. Since then, the two nations formed their distinct Christian cultures and national Churches. This is the prevalent narrative that one encounters in modern histories of medieval Caucasia. In the center of this narrative lies the Schism—a watershed that divides the history of Caucasia into two chronological constituents, the era before and after. The present study is an attempt to deconstruct this grand narrative by focusing on the formation of the narrative of the Schism, its central element.

228p (Peeters Publishers, March 2018, Corpus Scriptorum Christianorum Orientalium Subsidia 137) paperback, 9789042936065, $123.00. Special Offer $99.00

“The Spirit Helps our Weakness”
Rom 8:26a in Light of Paul’s Missiological Purpose for Writing the Letter to the Romans
by Thomas A. Vollmer

“The Spirit Helps Our Weakness” examines the fundamental question of how precisely the Spirit aids the weakness of believers. After an initial discussion on the way Rom 8,26–27 has been interpreted, the study explores the central issues and conclusions in scholarship on the Romans debate. Building upon that scholarship, this study contends that Paul’s purpose in writing the letter revolved around a missiological imperative, which permeates the letter. The second part of the work provides an exegetical analysis of Rom 8,26a, including the way in which the clause fits within its broader context, particularly within vv. 26–27.

337p (Peeters Publishers, July 2018, Biblical Tools and Studies 36) hardcover, 9789042936386, $108.00. Special Offer $87.00

The Anonymous Syriac Chronicle of 1234 and its Sources
by Andy Hilkens

In the late 1230s or in the 1240s, a Syriac Orthodox historian continued a Syriac Chronicle up to the Year 1204. The result, the Anonymous Syriac Chronicle up to the Year 1234, is the subject of this monograph. While accepting the chronicle’s import for the history of the city of Edessa, the Syriac Orthodox Church and the Crusades, this study addresses the text from a literary historical standpoint, as a valuable source for historical, hagiographical, apocyphal, exegetical and epistolary traditions, taken from extant as well as now lost sources.

351p (Peeters Publishers, September 2018, Orientalia Lovaniensia Analecta 272) hardcover, 9789042934023, $123.00. Special Offer $99.00

Thomas Aquinas on the Beatitudes
Reading Matthew, Disputing Grace and Virtue, Preaching Happiness
by Anton ten Klooster

This study shows that Aquinas believes that the beatitudes describe a number of virtuous actions, the exercise of which is made possible by grace, specified in the gifts of the Holy Spirit. To all those observing the new law constituted by the beatitudes, a reward is promised in the form of eternal happiness. Any happiness that can be had in this life is at best an inchoate form of the reward of eternal happiness, which is described in the second part of each individual beatitude.

338p (Peeters Publishers, June 2018, Thomas Instituut Utrecht 18) paperback, 9789042936430, $50.00. Special Offer $40.00
Le Récit: Thèmes bibliques et variations
Lectures et réécritures littéraires et artistiques
edited by Elena Di Pede, Odile Flichy and Didier Luciani
This volume opens a way to go beyond the study of art and literature as mere receptions of biblical narratives and attempts a new approach by endeavoring to explore articulations of this doctrine in both the Eastern and Western traditions. Presenting case studies that treat a variety of periods, theological fields, and authors, this volume highlights the richness and relevance of the doctrine of deification.
270p (Peeters Publishers, April 2018, Bibliotheca Ephemeridum Theologicarum Lovaniensium 294) paperback, 9789042936126, $105.00. Special Offer $84.00

The Books of the Twelve Prophets
Minor Prophets – Major Theologies
edited by Heinz-Josef Fabry
This anthology contains the latest research into the “Twelve Minor Prophets” of the Old Testament. The research is the product of numerous research groups pursuing detailed questions, such as how (or whether) the prophetic books make sense as a coherent group of texts, the structure of the books, and which motifs appear across the different texts, as well as intertextual connections between the Minor Prophets, the Major Prophets, and the books of wisdom literature of the Old Testament.
296p (Peeters Publishers, April 2018, Bibliotheca Ephemeridum Theologicarum Lovaniensium 295) paperback, 9789042936164, $119.00. Special Offer $96.00

De Dieu
Connaissance et Inconnaissance
by Emilio Brito
Talking about God is as dangerous as it is necessary. But of God, one can not posit knowledge without having to acknowledge a still greater ignorance. The knowledge of God, at the end, is an eschatological event, which in history can only anticipate itself. The course proposed here includes eighteen chapters, grouped into seven sets. French text.
426p (Peeters Publishers, May 2018, Bibliotheca Ephemeridum Theologicarum Lovaniensium 293) paperback, 9789042936164, $119.00. Special Offer $96.00

Le Récit: Thèmes bibliques et variations
Lectures et réécritures littéraires et artistiques
edited by Elena Di Pede, Odile Flichy and Didier Luciani
This volume opens a way to go beyond the study of art and literature as mere receptions of biblical narratives and attempts a new approach by endeavoring to explore a double question: how does the work receive and rework the biblical text and, conversely, how does this reception make it possible to detect as yet untapped potentialities in the biblical narrative(s)? French text.
426p (Peeters Publishers, May 2018, Bibliotheca Ephemeridum Theologicarum Lovaniensium 293) paperback, 9789042936164, $119.00. Special Offer $96.00

The Genesis of Concepts and the Confrontation of Rationalities
Theology, Philosophy, Science
edited by Joseph Famée and Paulo Rodrigues
The epistemological prestige of science challenges theologians and philosophers to give an account of their forms of reasoning. The universal character of scientific discourse contrasts with the multilayered language of meaning used in both theology and philosophy. However, does that mean that the language of those disciplines goes beyond the boundaries of reason? Can theologians and philosophers justify their reliance upon rational discourse?
259p (Peeters Publishers, April 2018, Bibliotheca Ephemeridum Theologicarum Lovaniensium 292) paperback, 9789042935976, $98.00. Special Offer $79.00

The Letter and the Spirit
On the Forgotten Documents of Vatican II
edited by Annemarie C. Mayer
This volume identifies several areas where the question of the interpretation of the Council seems by no means settled. They regard divine revelation and human freedom, mission and dialogue, education and vocation, lay and ordained ministry in the Church.
296p (Peeters Publishers, June 2018, Bibliotheca Ephemeridum Theologicarum Lovaniensium 297) paperback, 9789042936492, $107.00. Special Offer $86.00
PDF e-book, 9789042936980, $134.00. Special Offer $108.00

The Books of the Twelve Prophets
Minor Prophets – Major Theologies
edited by Heinz-Josef Fabry
This anthology contains the latest research into the “Twelve Minor Prophets” of the Old Testament. The research is the product of numerous research groups pursuing detailed questions, such as how (or whether) the prophetic books make sense as a coherent group of texts, the structure of the books, and which motifs appear across the different texts, as well as intertextual connections between the Minor Prophets, the Major Prophets, and the books of wisdom literature of the Old Testament.
584p (Peeters Publishers, April 2018, Bibliotheca Ephemeridum Theologicarum Lovaniensium 295) paperback, 9789042936492, $132.00. Special Offer $106.00

The Thesiss/Deification
Christian Doctrines of Divinization East and West
edited by John Arblaster and Rob Faesen
This volume brings together a series of contributions by leading theologians on the doctrine of theosis or deification in the Eastern and Western Christian traditions. It was explicitly conceived as a forum for ecumenical encounter and as an opportunity to explore articulations of this doctrine in both the Eastern and Western traditions. Presenting case studies that treat a variety of periods, theological fields, and authors, this volume highlights the richness and relevance of the doctrine of deification.
270p (Peeters Publishers, April 2018, Bibliotheca Ephemeridum Theologicarum Lovaniensium 294) paperback, 9789042936126, $105.00. Special Offer $84.00

The Genesis of Concepts and the Confrontation of Rationalities
Theology, Philosophy, Science
edited by Joseph Famée and Paulo Rodrigues
The epistemological prestige of science challenges theologians and philosophers to give an account of their forms of reasoning. The universal character of scientific discourse contrasts with the multilayered language of meaning used in both theology and philosophy. However, does that mean that the language of those disciplines goes beyond the boundaries of reason? Can theologians and philosophers justify their reliance upon rational discourse?
259p (Peeters Publishers, April 2018, Bibliotheca Ephemeridum Theologicarum Lovaniensium 292) paperback, 9789042935976, $98.00. Special Offer $79.00

The Books of the Twelve Prophets
Minor Prophets – Major Theologies
edited by Heinz-Josef Fabry
This anthology contains the latest research into the “Twelve Minor Prophets” of the Old Testament. The research is the product of numerous research groups pursuing detailed questions, such as how (or whether) the prophetic books make sense as a coherent group of texts, the structure of the books, and which motifs appear across the different texts, as well as intertextual connections between the Minor Prophets, the Major Prophets, and the books of wisdom literature of the Old Testament.
584p (Peeters Publishers, April 2018, Bibliotheca Ephemeridum Theologicarum Lovaniensium 295) paperback, 9789042936492, $132.00. Special Offer $106.00

The Letter and the Spirit
On the Forgotten Documents of Vatican II
edited by Annemarie C. Mayer
This volume identifies several areas where the question of the interpretation of the Council seems by no means settled. They regard divine revelation and human freedom, mission and dialogue, education and vocation, lay and ordained ministry in the Church.
296p (Peeters Publishers, June 2018, Bibliotheca Ephemeridum Theologicarum Lovaniensium 297) paperback, 9789042936492, $107.00. Special Offer $86.00
PDF e-book, 9789042936980, $134.00. Special Offer $108.00

Le Récit: Thèmes bibliques et variations
Lectures et réécritures littéraires et artistiques
edited by Elena Di Pede, Odile Flichy and Didier Luciani
This volume opens a way to go beyond the study of art and literature as mere receptions of biblical narratives and attempts a new approach by endeavoring to answer a double question: how does the work receive and rework the biblical text and, conversely, how does this reception make it possible to detect as yet untapped potentialities in the biblical narrative(s)? French text.
426p (Peeters Publishers, May 2018, Bibliotheca Ephemeridum Theologicarum Lovaniensium 293) paperback, 9789042936164, $119.00. Special Offer $96.00

De Dieu
Connaissance et Inconnaissance
by Emilio Brito
Talking about God is as dangerous as it is necessary. But of God, one can not posit knowledge without having to acknowledge a still greater ignorance. The knowledge of God, at the end, is an eschatological event, which in history can only anticipate itself. The course proposed here includes eighteen chapters, grouped into seven sets. French text.
1313p (Peeters Publishers, June 2018, Bibliotheca Ephemeridum Theologicarum Lovaniensium 300) paperback, 9789042936478, $194.00. Special Offer $156.00
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(+1) (860) 584 6546
Figures of Ezra
edited by Jan N. Bremmer, Veronika Hirschberger and Tobias Nicklas
This is one of the first modern collections of studies on important aspects of the Ezra figure that combines both Jewish and Christian traditions. The volume opens with a study of Ezra in rabbinic literature. The following chapters study the relationship of 4, 5 and 6 Ezra, the nature of 5 Ezra and dissimulation strategies in 6 Ezra. The last chapters concentrate on the discovery in 1984 of a longer version of the Vision of Ezra. Other studies integrate this text in the study of early Christianity.
314p (Peeters Publishers, May 2018, Studies on Early Christian Apocrypha 13) paperback, 9789042935303, $90.00. Special Offer $72.00

The Manifestation
of God’s Merciful Justice
A Theocentric Reading of Romans 3:21–26
by Varghese P. Chiraparamban
Rom 3:21-26 is crucial to the Letter to the Romans. Yet the construction and syntax of the pericope is perplexing, its meaning ambiguous or even obscure, its rhetoric complex and its interpretation and theology therefore controversial. This book argues that a theocentric reading does more justice to the text.
397p (Peeters Publishers, August 2018, Contributions to Biblical Exegesis & Theology 91) paperback, 9789042936485, $98.00. Special Offer $79.00

The More Torah, The More Life
A Christian Commentary on Mishnah Avot
by Daniel Joslyn-Siemiatkoski
Mishnah Avot is a collection of wisdom sayings from the sages who comprised the earliest generations of rabbinic leadership. This volume offers a commentary on Mishnah Avot and the teachings of later Jewish scholars who commented upon it. Using the musical metaphor of resonance, the book shows how a Christian theological engagement with rabbinic literature yields new questions concerning the nature of Jesus Christ, the relationship between Israel and the Church, and the significance of Torah for Christians.
310p (Peeters Publishers, June 2018, Christian Commentaries on Non-Christian Sacred Texts 8) paperback, 9789042935129, $73.00. Special Offer $59.00

Ringen um Israel
Intertextuelle Perspektiven auf das 5. Buch Esra
by Veronika Hirschberger
This study poses important and fundamental questions about 5 Ezra. How do “prophetic” texts stand in relationship to “apocalyptic” texts? How is the relationship between “Christianity” and “Judaism” in the second century to be understood? How are concepts like Israel and “church” represented in the texts of this period? The goal of this book is to make this exciting and little-researched text more comprehensible to modern audiences. German text.
340p (Peeters Publishers, June 2018, Studies on Early Christian Apocrypha 14) paperback, 9789042935983, $80.00. Special Offer $64.00
PDF e-book, 9789042936836, $100.00. Special Offer $80.00

Buddhist Nonduality, Paschal Paradox
A Christian Commentary on The Teaching of Vimalakirti (Vimalakirtinirdesa)
by Joseph S. O’Leary
The Teaching of Vimalakirti, treasured in China and Japan and best known in the West in Canon Étienne Lamotte’s classic translation from the Tibetan and Chinese, has now surfaced in its original language, Sanskrit, after two thousand years. This is the first commentary on the recovered text.
313p (Peeters Publishers, February 2018, Christian Commentaries on Non-Christian Sacred Texts 7) paperback, 9789042934214, $69.00. Special Offer $56.00

The Role of Mothers in the Genealogical Lists of Jacob’s Sons
by D. Charles Smith
This work demonstrates that the genealogy of Jacob/Israel was singular and based on the rankings of the four mothers Leah, Rachel, Zilpah and Bilhah. These positions remained in the memory even as the power of various tribes changed over time, guiding the sequencing of names within the lists. This work adds to the growing evidence that mothers in particular, and women in general, are vital contributors to their families, to the Promise and to the advancement of the theological message of the Hebrew Bible.
226p (Peeters Publishers, August 2018, Contributions to Biblical Exegesis & Theology 90) paperback, 9789042936003, $73.00. Special Offer $59.00
Christian Theology and the Transformation of Natural Religion
From Incarnation to Sacramentality Essays in Honour of David Brown
edited by Christopher R. Brewer

David Brown’s work covers a vast terrain spanning methodological divisions between philosophy, Christian theology, religious studies, the arts and culture. Essays in this volume consider Brown’s wide ranging and generative contributions in three parts: Butler & Newman, Incarnation & Trinity, and Sacramentality & the Arts.

289p (Peeters Publishers, May 2018, Studies in Philosophical Theology 64) paperback, 9789042936393, $93.00. Special Offer $75.00

Jacob of Serugh’s Hexaemeron
by T. Muraoka

A fifth-sixth century clergyman-cum-theologian, Jacob of Serugh (also spelled Sarug), was an extremely prolific writer. Not counting a number of works in prose he is said to have written nearly 800 homilies, mostly on themes of theological import or biblical stories and personalities. Hexaemeron is an exposition of the first six days of the universe. This is the first time that this highly interesting work is made available in its entirety, accompanied by an English translation. The editor studies six complete manuscripts and one containing only two homilies.

245p (Peeters Publishers, April 2018, Ancient Near Eastern Studies Supplement Series 52) hardcover, 9789042934917, $123.00. Special Offer $99.00

The Hebrew Bible of Josephus
Main Features
by Étienne Nodet

In his major work, the Jewish Antiquities, Josephus gives a history of his people in Greek. He begins with the Bible, and after it he collects other sources until his own time. The work was published in 93, under emperor Domitian, but unfortunately the Biblical part is a paraphrase, not an accurate translation, and it has often been thought that it was merely a loose adaptation of a previous Greek translation. However, this study offers a minute comparison with other ancient Biblical texts known to us in Hebrew, Aramaic or Greek.

296p (Peeters Publishers, August 2019, Cahiers de la Revue Biblique 92) paperback, 9789042936768, $74.00. Special Offer $60.00

Jacob Frank’s Book of the Words of the Lord
Mystical Automytography, Religious Nihilism and the Messianic Vision of Freedom as a Realization of Myth and Metaphor
by Rachel Elior

This book is concerned with the exceptional history and unprecedented thought of Jacob Frank (1726–1791), a Messianic antinomistic Jewish-Moslem-Christian leader, active in the second half of the 18th century and his mythological autobiography, known as The Words of the Lord.

120p (Peeters Publishers, June 2018, Studies in Spirituality Supplements 31) paperback, 9789042936508, $55.00. Special Offer $44.00

Un maître de la critique textuelle: Dominique Barthélemy
by Adrian Schenker, Clemens Locher and H.G.M. Williamson

Domninque Barthélemy’s Critique textuelle de l’Ancien Testament is the most developed textual commentary on the Hebrew Bible in existence today. It also offers the history of ancient and modern exegesis of many difficult passages. This monumental work was realized between 1969 and 2015. This volume traces the history of this great project and places it in the perspective of current research on the Hebrew Bible text. French text.

80p (Peeters Publishers, May 2018, Cahiers de la Revue Biblique 91) paperback, 9789042936423, $43.00. Special Offer $35.00

www.isdistribution.com Quote promotional code 1157–18 for Special Offers (+1) (860) 584 6546
Strategic Acts in the Study of Identity  
Towards a Dynamic Theory of People and Place  
edited by Vaia Touna  

This work tackles the problem of how to examine the historicity of identity. Through four case studies, seven scholars of religion expose the disconnects in the academic discourse on diaspora, identity, and creolization, and suggest ways of achieving greater theoretical clarity in the study of identity.  

Contents:  
On the Strategies of Identity Formation;  
What is African American about African American Religion?;  
Identifying Nothing: The Construction of the Nones;  
Strategizing Subjectivity: Creolization and Intentionality in Studies of Caribbean Religions;  
Writing Women Out of Woman.  

Special Offer $24.00; hardcover, 9781781792223, $115.00.  
Special Offer $92.00

European Perspectives on Islamic Education and Public Schooling  
edited by Jenny Berglund  

Islamic religious education (IRE) in Europe has become a subject of intense debate during the past decade. There is concern that states are doing too little or too much to shape the spiritual beliefs of private citizens. This volume brings together a number of researchers for the first time to explore the interconnections between Islamic educations and public schooling in Europe. This relation is analyzed within the publicly and privately funded sectors from a variety of approaches.  

480p, 3 illus (Equinox Publishing, December 2018) hardcover, 9781781794845, $120.00.  
Special Offer $96.00

Being Viking  
Heathenism in Contemporary America  
by Jefferson F. Calico  

Contemporary Paganism has been a growing segment of American religiosity for over forty years and is composed of a variety of groups, practices, and ideologies. Asatrú (Asatru), a movement that seeks to revive the practice of pre-Christian Norse religion, remains one of the least studied of these Pagan movements despite its growing prominence in the Pagan community. Being Viking provides a rigorous ethnographic account of the Asatrú religion in America, also known as Heathenry or Heathenism. Arising from five years of original ethnographic fieldwork among American Asatrú adherents, the book expands our understanding of this religious movement by providing a comprehensive analysis as part of the American religious context. Being Viking examines the complex interaction of new and old that influences Asatrú symbolism, spirituality, and social organization.  

$25p (Equinox Publishing, September 2018, Contemporary and Historical Paganism) paperback, 9781781792230, $45.00.  
Special Offer $36.00; hardcover, 9781781792223, $115.00.  
Special Offer $92.00

Sensing Sacred Texts  
edited by James W. Watts  

All the human senses become engaged in ritualizing sacred texts. The essays in this volume focus especially on ritualizing the iconic dimension of texts through the senses of sight, touch, kiss, and taste, both directly and in the imagination. They bring theories of comparative scriptures and affect theory to bear on the topic as well as rich ethno-graphic descriptions of scriptural practices with Jewish, Sikh, Muslim, Christian, Buddhist and modern art and historical accounts of changing practices with sacred texts in ancient and medieval China and Korea, and in ancient Middle Eastern and Mediterranean cultures.  

Special Offer $24.00; hardcover, 9781781795750, $100.00.  
Special Offer $80.00

Social and Cognitive Perspectives  
on the Sermon on the Mount  
edited by Rikard Roitto, Colleen Shantz and Petri Luomanen  

This volume offers fresh readings of themes and individual sayings in the Sermon on the Mount using socio-cognitive approaches. Because these approaches are invested in patterns of human cognition and social mechanisms, the resulting collection highlights the persistent appeal and persuasiveness of the text: from innate moral drives, to the biology of emotion and risk-taking, to the formation and obliteration of in-group/out-group distinctions.  

Special Offer $24.00; hardcover, 9781781794210, $100.00.  
Special Offer $80.00
The Ordinal of Montecassino and Benevento
Breviarium sive Ordo Officiorum, 11th Century
by Thomas Forrest Kelly
The *ordo officiorum* of Montecassino is the earliest complete documentation of the liturgical practice of the Divine Office at the mother house of Benedictine monasticism. The document edited here is a comprehensive directory of all the liturgical pieces performed at the abbey church of Montecassino throughout the year.

684p (Aschendorff Verlag, May 2018, Spicilegium Friburgense 45) paperback, 9783402135020, $98.00. Special Offer $79.00

Berulle’s Spiritual Theology of Priesthood
A Study in Speculative Mysticism and Applied Metaphysics
by Clare McGrath-Merkle
The widely-reported crisis facing the Roman Catholic priesthood has brought to the fore fundamental questions regarding the theology of the ministerial priesthood. A return to traditional sources has been proposed as one means of inspiration and renewal. The particular spiritual theology of priesthood proposed by the founder of the French school of spirituality, cardinal and statesman Pierre de Bérulle (1575-1629), had a major influence on seminary formation as late as the era leading up to the Second Vatican Council. Newly reflected, in part, in Pope St. John Paul II’s post-synodal exhortation *Pastore Dabo Vobis*, this spiritual theology of priesthood again enjoys a wide appreciation. This monograph represents the first in-depth critical appraisal of Bérulle’s ideas and his influence on the development of the Roman Catholic theology of the priesthood, principally through his use of concepts adapted from the realm of speculative mysticism, that is, philosophical speculation regarding mystical experience, and shaped into an applied metaphysics. Key notions underlying his polemicized positive theology, and related to the Christological debates of the Reformation and Counter Reformation eras, include such concepts as subsistence, relation, substance, obediential potency, person, causality, image, being, and more. The author’s thesis is that Bérulle’s spiritual theology of priesthood created a sea change in the theology of priesthood, heretofore unrecognized, as his ideals survived mainly in formation literature and have been underexplored by theologians and philosophers, who have passed over the pertinence of this category of work in particular and spiritual theology in general in the shaping of theological concepts related to the priesthood. This study details how Bérulle’s project to renew the priesthood fostered the absorption of certain Reformist and Counter-Reformist inheritances and aporias into mainstream tradition, including an interpretation of exemplary causality as generative, and of the priest as public person and transparent image.

409p (Aschendorff Verlag, June 2018, Studien zur systematischen Theologie, Ethik und Philosophie 12) paperback, 9783402119105, $77.00. Special Offer $62.00

Armut als Problem und Armut als Weg
Poverty as Problem and Poverty as Path
edited by Willem Marie Speelman, Angelica Hilsbein, Bernd Schmies and Thomas Schimmel
Poverty is a problem that challenges every period, every society, and every religion. Nowadays, we regard poverty as a global and complex problem as more and more people are affected by involuntary poverty. In contrast to this the Franciscan way of life chooses a voluntary radical poverty. The essays collected here pick out the socio-economic causes and consequences of involuntary poverty, and provided concrete Franciscan contributions to poverty as an alternative and forward-looking path. English and German text.

504p (Aschendorff Verlag, February 2018) hardcover, 9783402133026, $87.00. Special Offer $70.00

Conformed to Christ Crucified
Volume 3 – Further Meditations on Priestly Life and Ministry
by Joseph Carola, SJ
Father Joseph Carola’s long and distinguished service to the Church in the formation of priests, as well as his own ministry as a priest, have given him many insights into priestly life which he generously shares in this work. The learned reflections contained here are always connected to pastoral applications that are sure to benefit any priest or seminarian who reads this book.

304p (Gregorian & Biblical Press, February 2018, Fuori Collana) paperback, 9788878393806, $35.00. Special Offer $28.00
Medieval Canon Law
by Kriston R. Rennie
Canon law intersects with every aspect of medieval life and society, and at one point or another, every medievalist works on the law. In this book, Kriston Rennie looks at the early medieval origins and development of canon law, the ancient traditions, norms, customs, and rationale of the Church which were shaped into legislative procedure. The structures and thinking behind the law’s formulation explain how the medieval Church and society was influenced and controlled. They also, as this short book argues, explain how it ultimately functioned.

108p (Arc Humanities Press, August 2018, Past Imperfect) paperback, 9781942401681, $14.95. Special Offer $12.00

Worship in Medieval England
by Matthew Cheung Salisbury
The study of medieval liturgy can tell us a great deal not only about the worship of the church, but also about the people who practiced it. However, existing scholarship can be problematic and difficult to use. This short book aims to unsettle the notion that liturgiology is a mysterious, abstruse, and monolithic discipline. It challenges some scholarly orthodoxies, hints at the complexity of the liturgy and shows that it needs to be examined in new and different ways.

100p (Arc Humanities Press, August 2018, Past Imperfect) paperback, 9781641891158, $14.95. Special Offer $12.00

The Jews in Late Antiquity
by Rodrigo Laham Cohen
The lack of source material makes it challenging, but this short book uses the available evidence to present facts and debates around Jews in late antiquity and to provide a first step towards the understanding of this little-known period in Jewish history. It focuses on seven different regions: Italy, North Africa (except Egypt), Gaul, Spain, Egypt, the Land of Israel, and Babylonia.

112p (Arc Humanities Press, August 2018, Past Imperfect) paperback, 9781942401650, $14.95. Special Offer $12.00

“Blest Be the Ties That Bind”
David Rood, The American Board Mission in Natal and Adams College
by David A. Rood, Jr.
The Reverend David Rood (1818–1891) is the founder of Adams College, education and spiritual font of many of southern Africa’s most prominent black nationalists, four of whom served as president of the African National Congress. Though biographical and missiological, the text above all is ‘relational’ in that it emphasizes the intricate web of relationships that linked north Americans to each other and to southern Africans thus making his text a chronicle of the ties that bound people together to contribute substantively to southern Africa’s current modern democratic dispensation.

304p (ATF Press, February 2018, Christian Lives in Africa 4) paperback, 9781925679007, $32.50. Special Offer $27.00; hardcover, 9781925679014, $55.00. Special Offer $44.00

L’Aube
by Jean-Michel Cadiot
This book analyzes L’Aube, a Christian Democratic and resolutely anti-Munich newspaper from France, aimed to unite forces for the Resistance from 1938 to 1940 and also created the Nouvelles équipes françaises (NEF). As early as January 1940, L’Aube announced that the Nazi’s aim was the total extermination of the Jews, and helped to organize the reception of refugees. French text.

216p (ATF Press, February 2018) paperback, 9781925438109, $16.95. Special Offer $14.00; hardcover, 9781925438277, $35.00. Special Offer $28.00

Laïcité
L’Expression Publique de la Religion
by Jean-Michel Cadiot and Pierre Whalon
This book argues that the so-called neutrality of the French state has had the perverse effect of violating any public expression of any religion, except one—resulting in the endorsement of atheism as the country’s de facto religion. French text.

74p (ATF Press, February 2018) paperback, 9781925438277, $16.95. Special Offer $14.00; hardcover, 9781925438321, $35.00. Special Offer $28.00
Rhetoric and Reckoning in the Ninth Century
The Vademecum of Walahfrid Strabo
by Wesley M. Stevens
A modest man of great accomplishments, Walahfrid was a fine poet, teacher, abbot, gardener, liturgist, and diplomat. For a decade, he tutored Carolus iunior, youngest son of Judith and Ludwig der Fromme, who became emperor Charles the Bald. By identifying Walahfrid’s sources and scripts, the author is able to trace his life and scholarship, as they relate to Carolingian politics and schools in the first half of ninth-century Europe. 408p, illus (Brepols Publishers, November 2018, Studia Traditionis Theologiae. Explorations in Early and Medieval Theology 24) paperback, 9782503565538, $98.00. Special Offer $79.00

Archetypal Narratives
Pattern and Parable in the Lives of Three Saints
by Elizabeth M. G. Krajewski
Saints’ Lives have been read as documentary evidence for their particular historical periods, biographies of their heroic protagonists, folklore for the entertainment of monks, or propaganda in defense of a cult. None of these readings, however, address the problem of theologically interpreting narratives that were conceived and dispersed within a Christian monastic environment. The author adopts an interpretive approach that combines close textual analysis with a theological hermeneutic. 246p (Brepols Publishers, November 2017, Studia Traditionis Theologiae. Explorations in Early and Medieval Theology 27) paperback, 9782503577111, $85.00. Special Offer $68.00

Encounters
The Art of Interfaith Dialogue
by Aaron Rosen
The 21st century is a new era for interfaith dialogue. Leaders of many of the world’s faiths have begun, often for the first time, to sit down together and consider the possibilities for cooperation and dialogue between the practitioners of their religions. While in the past such encounters might have been stiff affairs contrived to generate a politically expedient photo-op, what is remarkable today is the depth of relationships being formed across historically deep divides. By paying attention to neglected factors in such encounters, this book provides a truly embodied perspective on interfaith dialogue. It refuses to see theology in a vacuum, placing faith fully within the context of visual, material, and sensory culture. 176p, illus (Brepols Publishers, September 2018, Arts and the Sacred 2) hardcover, 9782503580326, $130.00. Special Offer $104.00

Bonds and Boundaries among the Early Churches
Community Maintenance in the Letter of James and the Didache
by Chun Ling Yu
This book is a text-based study on social dynamics of early Christian communities. By combining modern social-scientific theories with careful exegesis, it investigates the tensions, especially intra-communal tensions that confronted early communities of Jesus-followers. It contributes to both biblical studies and the understanding of the early church by showing that two early Christian compositions, the letter of James and the Didache reflect similar discords among early Christians, and they show similar concerns for community solidarity. 340p (Brepols Publishers, October 2018, Studia Traditionis Theologiae. Explorations in Early and Medieval Theology 29) paperback, 9782503580739, $91.00. Special Offer $73.00

Philosopher-Monks, Episcopal Authority, and the Care of the Self
The Apophthegmata Patrum in Fifth-Century Palestine
by Zachary Smith
Smith reads the Apophthegmata Patrum in the philosophical and political contexts of late antique Palestine. He explores how the compiler asserts monastic autonomy from ecclesiastics by incorporating classical and late antique philosophical categories, and by selectively presenting problematic interactions between monks and ecclesiastics. 327p (Brepols Publishers, March 2018, Instrumenta Patristica et Mediaevalia 80) hardcover, 9782503578880, $118.00. Special Offer $95.00
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Byzantine Hagiography
Texts, Themes and Projects
edited by Antonio Rigo, Michele Trizio and Eleftherios Despotakis
In recent years Byzantine hagiography has attracted renewed interest of the international community of Byzantine scholars and not only thanks to studies dedicated to this subject and critical editions of individual texts, but also because hagiography has been the main focus of numerous major research projects: databases, new repertories, a new version of the Bibliotheca Hagiographica Graeca and some very useful handbooks dedicated to this literary genre during the Byzantine Empire. This volume introduces the current developments of hagiographical studies and ongoing projects on the subject, and investigates a variety of texts and authors from the Patristic period to the end of Byzantium.
500p, illus (Brepols Publishers, September 2018, Byzantioς. Studies in Byzantine History and Civilization 13) paperback, 9782503577715, $124.00. Special Offer $100.00

Uygur Manichæan Texts, Volume III
Ecclesiastical Texts: Texts, Translations, Commentary
edited by Larry Clark
This third volume publishing the complete corpus of Old Turkic Manichæan texts features the Ecclesiastical Texts, i.e., those that reflect the affairs or activities of the Manichæan church and its membership during the period from the second half of the 8th century to the first half of the 11th century when it enjoyed the protection and patronage of portions of the Uygur elites.
487p (Brepols Publishers, April 2018, Corpus Fontium Manichæorum: Series Turcica 3) hardcover, 9782503579221, $144.00. Special Offer $116.00

Sermons on the Liturgical Year
by Hugh Bernard Feiss, O.S.B., Ronald Pepin and Maria Rebbert
The Victorines were dedicated to furthering the Church’s ministry of preaching and to foster that they wrote, collected, copied and read sermons they gave at the abbey. The Victorines themselves preached carefully crafted sermons in their chapter meetings on Feast Days. This selection of more than forty sermons, most of them translated for the first time, introduced, and annotated, makes their works available to English speaking readers for the first time.
525p (Brepols Publishers, December 2018, Victorine Texts in Translation 8) hardcover, 9782503577210, $117.00. Special Offer $94.00

Modern Science and the Orthodox Tradition
An Uneasy Relationship
edited by Gayle Woloschak and Vasilios Makrides
This volume presents 18 studies divided into three major sections: The Orthodox Christian Tradition and Modern Science: An Uneasy Relationship; The Greek Patristic Heritage: Its Potential for the Orthodoxy—Science Dialogue; Orthodox Christianity and Science: Local Settings and Specific Concerns in Past and at Present.
300p (Brepols Publishers, January 2019, Science and Orthodox Christianity 1) hardcover, 9782503576169, $98.00. Special Offer $79.00

Studies in the Sogdian Epistolary Tradition
edited by Adam Benkato
An important part of the Sogdian corpora which have come down to us are epistolary texts: both the earliest substantial Sogdian documents (the ‘Ancient Letters’) and the only substantial textual corpus found in Sogdiana itself (the Mugh documents). The Turfan collections (especially Berlin, Kyoto, and St. Petersburg, also preserve a number of letter fragments. Altogether, these texts attest different phases of a Sogdian epistographical tradition stretching over some seven centuries. The edition and analysis of both well-preserved and fragmentary texts can contribute to efforts to reconstruct parts of those traditions—and eventually connect them with those of Central Asia and Iran more broadly.
141p, 15 b/w illus (Brepols Publishers, September 2018, Berliner Turfantexte 41) paperback, 9782503578767, $85.00. Special Offer $68.00
Egypt’s Role in the Hebrew Bible
edited by Thomas Römer and Shirly Ben-Dor Evian

When dealing with Egyptian backgrounds and allusions to Egyptian documents and practices in the Hebrew Bible, scholars have tended to draw on Egyptian records dating to the second millennium BCE. Yet, in the field of ancient Near Eastern studies, most of these biblical texts are considered to be compositions dating to subsequent millennium. This volume presents the proceedings of a workshop held at the University of Lausanne on April 22-23, 2015, to explore the Egypt-Bible interface within this chronological constraint, and methodological ones as well. Focusing on sources of first millennium BCE rather those of the periods in which the authors of the biblical texts set the events has generated new lines of interrogation revolving around questions of transmission and reception rather than on the historical background of the events themselves. How Egyptian traditions might find their way into the written tradition of ancient Israel and Judah is, here, the center of the discussion.

96p (University of Arizona Egyptian Expedition, June 2018, Journal of Ancient Egyptian Interconnections 18) paperback, 9781720780410, $50.00. Special Offer $40.00

To Fix Torah in Their Heart
Essays on Biblical Interpretation and Jewish Studies in Honor of B. Barry Levy
edited by Jaqueline S. du Toit, Jason Kalman, Vanessa R. Sasson and Hartley Lachter

In this volume, students of beloved teacher B. Barry Levy come together to honor his erudition, superb pedagogy, kindness, and verve, with a collection of essays that reflect Levy’s wide range of interest and expertise. From a study of astronomical observations in the ancient Near East, to an exploration of the excesses of obedience and sacrifice as recounted in the stories of Abraham and Isaac and the Buddhist Vessantara Jātaka, from Talmud, to modern Bibles for children, to the evolution of the Dead Sea Scrolls from text and artifact to sacred object, To Fix Torah in Their Hearts is a diverse and engaging collection.

375p (Hebrew Union College Press, October 2018) hardcover, 9780878201648, $55.95. Special Offer $45.00
PDF e-book, 9780878201655, $55.95. Special Offer $45.00

The Church of the Nativity in Bethlehem
The Crusader Lining of an Early Christian Basilica
by Bianca Kühnel and Gustav Kühnel

The Church of the Nativity in Bethlehem is one of the few medieval monuments whose decoration, preserved, even if partially, in its original state until recently, can be almost completely reconstructed on behalf of surviving mosaics and wall paintings, in situ inscriptions, and rich written evidence from the Middle Ages and early modern times. The decorative program, dating back to the third quarter of the twelfth century, represents a unique testimony of its time, touching to historical, theological, and art-historical aspects.

160p, 60 col illus (Schnell & Steiner, August 2018) hardcover, 9783795433383, $49.95. Special Offer $40.00

Bibelauslegung durch Bilder
Zur sakralen Intermedialität im 16. bis 18. Jahrhundert
by Johann Anselm Steiger

This volume offers sixteen studies of early modern spiritual iconography and its historical-theological relevance. Special attention is paid to the process of how sacred images provide media-specific contributions to the exegesis of Scripture, in context of their respective interpretative and theological contexts. Starting with Martin Luther’s pictorial hermeneutics during the century of the Reformation, the narrative arc is expanded into the Enlightenment, when Johann August Nahl refined and intensified early modern imagery with his Hindelbanker Grabplatte. In addition, a masterpiece by the Antwerp painter Frans Floris, ecclesiastical furnishings (pulpits, altars, epitaphs, ceiling paintings) from the 16th to the 18th century, and spiritual printmaking are also taken into consideration. German text.

456p, 153 col illus (Schnell & Steiner, April 2018, Kunst und Konfession in der Frühen Neuzeit 2) hardcover, 9783795433246, $74.00. Special Offer $60.00

PDF e-book, 9780878201655, $55.95. Special Offer $45.00
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A Narrative Theology of the New Testament: Exploring the Metanarrative of Exile and Restoration
by Timo Eskola

Combining a post-New Quest perspective on Jesus with an eschatological reading of Paul, the author states that Jesus’ temple criticism aims at restoration eschatology. Jesus starts a priestly community that expects God’s jubilee to begin with Jesus’ work, and proceed with the preaching of the new gospel. Both Paul and Jewish Christian teachers later present Christ’s community as a new temple where believers serve the Lord as priests of the new covenant.

477p (Mohr Siebeck, April 2018, Wissenschaftliche Untersuchungen zum Neuen Testament 350) paperback, 9783161562211, $70.00. Special Offer $56.00

New in paperback

A Latin-Greek Index of the Vulgate New Testament and the Apostolic Fathers
by Theodore A. Bergren

This volume lists, in alphabetical order, all the Latin words that appear in the Vulgate translation of the New Testament and the various ancient Latin translations of the “Apostolic Fathers.” Following each Latin word are listed all the Greek words that are attested as translational antecedents, or “Vorlagen,” for that Latin word in the Greek New Testament and the Greek Apostolic Fathers. Each Greek word is followed by a numerical marker indicating its page location in a particular Greek concordance. Contains approximately 9,000 Latin words and phrases, and approximately 13,800 Greek translational equivalents.

262p (Mohr Siebeck, May 2018, Wissenschaftliche Untersuchungen zum Neuen Testament 403) hardcover, 9783161560248, $160.00. Special Offer $128.00
Between Canonical and Apocryphal Texts
Processes of Reception, Rewriting, and Interpretation in Early Judaism and Early Christianity
edited by Jörg Frey, Claire Clivaz and Tobias Nicklas

This volume aims at a comparative study of the processes of reception, rewriting and interpretation between canonical and apocryphal texts in early Jewish and early Christian literature. A closer look at the respective developments in both corpora of literature can open up new perspectives for understanding the developments and changes between texts that were already considered authoritative and their reception in new, “parabiblical” or “apocryphal” compositions.

480p (Mohr Siebeck, January 2019, Wissenschaftliche Untersuchungen zum Neuen Testament) hardcover, 9783161555169, $203.00. Special Offer $163.00

Von Jesus zur neutestamentlichen Theologie
Kleine Schriften II
by Jörg Frey

The second volume of collected essays by Jörg Frey contains 22 essays that illuminate the theological claims of New Testament texts from a philological and historical perspective. Issues discussed span the messianism of Jesus and the implicit Christology of his proclamation, the relevance of apocalypticism for Jesus, the different New Testament patterns of interpreting his death, and Paul’s background and development as well as questions on his theologies of justification and the cross. German text.

940p (Mohr Siebeck, February 2018, Wissenschaftliche Untersuchungen zum Neuen Testament 368) paperback, 9783161559822, $126.00. Special Offer $101.00
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Der zweite Petrusbrief und das Neue Testament

edited by Wolfgang Grünstäudl, Uta Poplutz and Tobias Nicklas

As a very late and pseudepigraphical text, the Second Epistle of Peter is far more than just witnesses to aid in the reconstruction of the oldest accessible Old Testament writing. They instead mirror ongoing critical engagement with the text and, therefore, also provide evidence of theological debate and updating by redesigning a given text. Gathered together in this volume are contributions from an eponymous symposium, held in January 2015 to mark Professor Dr. Siegfried Kreuzer’s retirement from the Protestant University Wuppertal-Bethel, that pursue textual-historical questions, particularly from a theological perspective. German text.

357p (Mohr Siebeck, May 2018, Wissenschaftliche Untersuchungen zum Neuen Testament 397) hardcover, 9783161548925, $196.00. Special Offer $157.00

Theologie und Textgeschichte

Septuaginta und Masoretischer Text als Äusserungen theologischer Reflexion

edited by Frank Ueberschaer, Thomas Wagner and Jonathan M. Robker

The Septuagint and the Masoretic text are far more than just witnesses to aid in the reconstruction of the oldest accessible Old Testament writing. They instead mirror ongoing critical engagement with the text and the sociology of religion, and historical anthropology. This volume offers the proceedings of a conference that brought together a number of expert biblical scholars, specialists of ancient religious practices, and proponents of an anthropological approach to ancient Christian and Greco-Roman religious tradition.

331p (Mohr Siebeck, September 2018, Wissenschaftliche Untersuchungen zum Neuen Testament 409) hardcover, 9783161563089, $195.00. Special Offer $156.00

The Gospels and Their Stories in Anthropological Perspective

edited by Joseph Verheyden and John S. Kloppenborg

Over the past decades, biblical scholars have gradually become more aware of the importance of the social sciences for their own field. This has produced a steady flow of studies informed by work that was done in the fields of group formation psychology, the sociology of emerging movements and the sociology of religion, and historical anthropology. This volume offers the proceedings of a conference that brought together a number of expert biblical scholars, specialists of ancient religious practices, and proponents of an anthropological approach to ancient Christian and Greco-Roman religious tradition.

561p (Mohr Siebeck, June 2018, Wissenschaftliche Untersuchungen zum Neuen Testament 330) paperback, 9783161563317, $56.00. Special Offer $45.00

Der Höchste

Studien zur hellenistischen Religionsgeschichte und zum biblischen Gottesglauben

by Reinhard Feldmeier

This collection of Reinhard Feldmeier’s essays is linked by a common theme: the question about God, posed repeatedly by Jews, Christians and Gentiles. The author shows how the biblical belief in God is discussed again and again in the context of ancient religiosity and philosophy in a perpetual process of assimilation and delimitation, rejection and appropriation, surpassing and transformation and in this way how the examination of the history of religion helps raise our awareness of the biblical discourse on God. In the first part, Feldmeier deals with the history of ancient religion in the Roman Empire and in the second part he traces how in this context Jews and Christians reflected on their belief in the God of Israel and the father of Jesus Christ and created a new awareness of this. In the third part he focuses on the connection between the belief in God and Christology. German text.

361p (Mohr Siebeck, June 2018, Wissenschaftliche Untersuchungen zum Neuen Testament 330) paperback, 9783161563317, $56.00. Special Offer $45.00
V. International Symposium of the Corpus Judaeo-Hellenisticum Novi Testamenti, 14–17 May 2015, Nottingham
edited by Roland Deines and Mark Wreford
This volume investigates New Testament and Septuagint descriptions of theophanic interactions with the world. The CJH project aims to improve the understanding of the individual New Testament writings as part of the culture of Hellenistic Judaism. This final volume complements studies on Philo, Josephus, non-textual evidence, and non-canonical pseudepigraphal writings, and focuses on the development of linguistic and theological concepts within and between the LXX and the New Testament. Thematically, the volume considers the possible impact of religious experiences on biblical texts: according to the biblical authors Israel experienced God as speaking and acting on its behalf, occasionally in visible, audible, and tangible ways. Indeed, scripture presents itself as beginning with epiphanies of the divine.
450p (Mohr Siebeck, November 2018, Wissenschaftliche Untersuchungen zum Neuen Testament) hardcover, 9783161562709, $210.00. Special Offer $168.00

Augustine’s Conversion from Traditional Free Choice to “Non-free Free Will”
A Comprehensive Methodology
by Kenneth M. Wilson
The consensus view asserts Augustine developed his later doctrines ca. 396 CE while writing Ad Simplicianum as a result of studying scripture. His early De libero arbitrio argued for traditional free choice refuting Manichaean determinism, but his anti-Pelagian writings rejected any human ability to believe without God giving faith. This study is the first work applying the comprehensive methodology of reading systematically and chronologically through Augustine’s entire extant corpus, and examining his doctrinal development. It explores Augustine’s later theology within the philosophical-religious context of free choice versus deterministic arguments.
388p (Mohr Siebeck, May 2018, Studien und Texte zu Antike und Christentum / Studies and Texts in Antiquity and Christianity 111) paperback, 9783161557538, $132.00. Special Offer $106.00

The Early Karl Barth
Historical Contexts and Intellectual Formation 1905–1935
by Paul Silas Peterson
Paul Silas Peterson presents Karl Barth (1886-1968) in his sociopolitical, cultural, ecclesial and theological contexts from 1905 to 1935. In the foreground of Peterson’s inquiry is Barth’s relation to the features of his time, especially radical socialist ideology, WWI, an intellectual trend that would later be called the Conservative Revolution, the German Christians, the Young Reformation Movement, and National Socialism. Barth’s view of and interaction with the Jews is also analyzed along with other issues.
474p (Mohr Siebeck, April 2018, Beiträge zur historischen Theologie 184) hardcover, 9783161553608, $160.00. Special Offer $128.00
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Jewish-Christianity and the History of Judaism
by Annette Yoshiko Reed

“Jewish-Christianity” is a contested category in current research. But for precisely this reason, it may offer a powerful lens through which to rethink the history of Jewish/Christian relations. Traditionally, Jewish-Christianity has been studied as part of the origins and early diversity of Christianity. Collecting revised versions of previously published articles together with new materials, Annette Yoshiko Reed reconsiders Jewish-Christianity in the context of Late Antiquity and in conversation with Jewish studies. She brings further attention to understudied texts and traditions from Late Antiquity that do not fit neatly into present day notions of Christianity as distinct from Judaism. In the process, she uses these materials to probe the power and limits of our modern assumptions about religion and identity.

505p (Mohr Siebeck, July 2018, Texts and Studies in Ancient Judaism 171) hardcover, 9783161544767, $244.00. Special Offer $196.00

The Talmud – A Personal Take
Selected Essays
by Daniel Boyarin

This collection of Daniel Boyarin’s previously uncollected essays on the Talmud represents the different methods and lines of inquiry that have animated his work on that text over the last four decades. Ranging and changing from linguistic work to work on sex and gender to the relations between formative Judaism and Christianity to the literary genres of the Talmud in the Hellenistic context, he gives an account of multiple questions and provocations to which that prodigious book gives stimulation, showing how the Talmud can contribute to all of these fields. As a kind of intellectual autobiography, it is a record of the alarums and excursions of a life in the Talmud.

499p (Mohr Siebeck, January 2018, Texts and Studies in Ancient Judaism 170) hardcover, 9783161528194, $238.00. Special Offer $191.00

Placing Ancient Texts
The Ritual and Rhetorical Use of Space
edited by Mika Ahuvia and Alexander Kocar

In this volume, scholars of Judaism, Christianity, and late antique religion demonstrate how special attention to the ritual and rhetorical functions of space can improve modern interpretations of ancient literary, liturgical, and ritual texts. Each chapter is concerned with reconstructing the dynamic interaction between space and text. Demonstrating the pliability of the idea of space, the contributions span from Second Temple debates over Eden to Byzantine Christian hymnography. In so doing, they offer a number of answers to the seemingly simple question: What difference does space make for how modern scholars interpret ancient texts?

300p (Mohr Siebeck, November 2018, Texts and Studies in Ancient Judaism) hardcover, 9783161563768, $168.00. Special Offer $135.00

The Meshalim in the Mekhilot
An Annotated Edition and Translation
of the Parables in Mekhilta de Rabbi Yishmael and Mekhilta de Rabbi Shimon bar Yochai
by Lieve M. Teugels

This edition of rabbinic parables (meshalim) in the two Mekhilot, the tannaitic Midrashim to the book of Exodus (3rd century CE), has a double scholarly purpose. It offers a critical synoptic presentation and study of the textual witnesses of the parables, and a commentary on their meaning and function in their literary and historical context. Moreover, a new English translation of every parable will make the edition a useful tool for interested readers with less knowledge of Hebrew, or those merely looking for a quick reference. This edition, which intends to be the first in a series of editions of parables in all the tannaitic works, is an indispensable tool not only for scholars of Jewish texts, but also for students of the New Testament and early Christian literature, historians of religion in late Antiquity, and those interested in similar literary genres, such as fables.

440p (Mohr Siebeck, December 2018, Texts and Studies in Ancient Judaism) hardcover, 9783161556487, $217.00. Special Offer $174.00
Both Judge and Justifier
Biblical Legal Language and the Act of Justifying in Paul
by James B. Prothro

Pauls doctrine of justification is heavily debated among scholars. One basic question is this: What does it mean for God to justify? In this work, James B. Prothro explores biblical legal controversies and scenes of divine judgment in order to answer this question. He shows what it means for Paul to say that God the judge is the justifier of those who trust in Christ.

280p (Mohr Siebeck, April 2018, Wissenschaftliche Untersuchungen zum Neuen Testament, 2. Reihe 461) paperback, 9783161561160, $118.00. Special Offer $95.00

The Historical Jesus’ Death as ‘Forgiveness of Sins’
A Comparative Study of Paul and Matthew
by JongHyun Kwon

JongHyun Kwon’s research aims to discover whether the historical Jesus understood his death as a means of forgiveness by comparing Paul and Matthew’s treatment of these themes. The strong tie between Jesus’ death and forgiveness of sin in nascent Christianity is attenuated in Jesus research. Hence, the author’s central question: Is this a true understanding of the historical Jesus, or a post-Easter theology?

250p (Mohr Siebeck, July 2018, Wissenschaftliche Untersuchungen zum Neuen Testament, 2. Reihe 467) paperback, 9783161560170, $111.00. Special Offer $89.00

The Function of Sublime Rhetoric in Hebrews
A Study in Hebrews 12:18–29
by Christopher T. Holmes

This study provides a focused analysis of the rhetorical and stylistic features of Hebrews 12:18-29, their intended effects upon the audience, and the role of the passage in the larger argument of Hebrews. He draws extensively from the first-century treatise, De Sublimitate, arguing that it provides a significant context for interpreting the rhetoric and style of Hebrews.

234p (Mohr Siebeck, June 2018, Wissenschaftliche Untersuchungen zum Neuen Testament, 2. Reihe 465) paperback, 9783161557521, $112.00. Special Offer $90.00

Prophetic Rivalry, Gender, and Economics
A Study in Revelation and Sibylline Oracles 4–5
by Olivia Stewart Lester

Olivia Stewart Lester examines true and false prophecy at the intersections of interpretation, gender, and economics in Revelation, Sibylline Oracles 4–5, and contemporary ancient Mediterranean texts. These texts construct a discourse of divine violence against prophets, in which masculine divine domination of both male and female prophets reinforces the authenticity of the prophetic message.

239p (Mohr Siebeck, July 2018, Wissenschaftliche Untersuchungen zum Neuen Testament, 2. Reihe 466) paperback, 9783161556517, $112.00. Special Offer $90.00

The Apology of Justin Martyr
Literary Strategies and the Defence of Christianity
by David E. Nyström

In his Apologia pro Christianis, Justin Martyr uses some major apologetic strategies to defend and promote Christianity. David E. Nyström analyses each strategy on its own terms as well as in relation to the others in order for them to yield a picture of how they work, rhetorically and literally, in Justin’s grand argument.

182p (Mohr Siebeck, May 2018, Wissenschaftliche Untersuchungen zum Neuen Testament, 2. Reihe 466) paperback, 97831615557521, $98.00. Special Offer $79.00

Functional Teleology and the Coherence of Ephesians
A Comparative and Reception-Historical Approach
by Eric Covington

Eric Covington examines the way in which Ephesians coherently holds together cosmological, Christological, ecclesiological, and ethical elements within its vision of the early Christian way of life. He concludes that Ephesians identifies the appropriate way of life in light of an individual and ecclesial telos within God’s ultimus finis for all of creation.

268p (Mohr Siebeck, August 2018, Wissenschaftliche Untersuchungen zum Neuen Testament, 2. Reihe 470) paperback, 9783161560750, $118.00. Special Offer $95.00
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Balaam in Text and Tradition
by Jonathan Miles Robker

The figure Balaam has interested exegetes and scribes for millennia. Jonathan Miles Robker examines the different versions of the literary character Balaam as attested in biblical and epigraphic literature. By contrasting the distinct information about Balaam presented in the various sources (the plaster inscription from Della, Numbers 22-24; 31; Deuteronomy 23; Joshua 13; 24; Judges 11; Micah 6; and Nehemiah 13), the author seeks to trace the development of characterizations of Balaam from the oldest available material to the youngest in the Hebrew Bible. In this way, Jonathan Miles Robker advances discourse about the literary and tradition-historical development of the texts that became the Hebrew Bible. Beyond the text of the Hebrew Bible, he also traces the continued development of Balaam’s characterization through the texts of Qumran and the New Testament. To this end, the author contributes discussions of the history of religion in Antiquity. German text. 330p (Mohr Siebeck, January 2019, Forschungen zum Alten Testament) hardcover, 9783161563553, $168.00. Special Offer $135.00

Pentateuchstudien
by Rainer Albertz

Twenty-one studies dedicated to the composition and redaction of the Pentateuch and the Hexateuch, written over ten years as part of the Münster Old Testament scholar Rainer Albertz’s work on his Exodus Commentary, are gathered in this volume. Five of them were previously unpublished, while a further eight were revised and translated for their first appearance in German. The problem-orientated approach taken reveals a model for the emergence of the Pentateuch that could replace the classical three-source theory. German text. 533p (Mohr Siebeck, May 2018, Forschungen zum Alten Testament 117) hardcover, 9783161537059, $182.00. Special Offer $146.00

Gottes himmlische Wohnstatt
Transformationen im Verhältnis von Gott und Himmel in tempel-theologischen Entwürfen des Alten Testaments in der Exilzeit
by Christoph Koch

The question of where God abides found various answers in the Old Testament, and it was not until relatively late that this was localized to the heavens. Where and when did this idea first occur and in which religious-historical context? How does God’s dwelling in heaven relate to other ideas, such as his throne in the temple? Christoph Koch analyses conceptions of Old Testament temple theology from the Assyrian and Babylonian eras and identifies a profound change during the exile in Babylon. 270p (Mohr Siebeck, December 2018, Forschungen zum Alten Testament 119) hardcover, 9783161559648, $154.00. Special Offer $124.00

Identitätsstiftende Begegnung
Die theologische Deutung des regelmässigen Kultes Israels in der Tora
by Matthias Ederer

Within the Torah’s cultic texts, the instructions to carry out communal ritual acts are of major importance. This minute examination of these ‘‘Tamid texts’’ shows that though they appear to be set out as regulations, they barely address the “how” and “what” of performance and instead develop detailed theological interpretations. All that the regular cultic acts dealt with in the Torah have in common is that they outline and commemorate what Israel is, or ought to be, before YHWH. The texts are shaped as a “reservoir” of a theologically founded identity of Israel, which is presented in a regular rhythm at the centre of Israel, the Temple, and thus creates a specific time of Israel. German text. 609p (Mohr Siebeck, September 2018, Forschungen zum Alten Testament 121) hardcover, 9783161554131, $216.00. Special Offer $173.00

Lebenskunst und Gotteslob in Israel
Anregungen aus Psalter und Weisheit für die Theologie
by Hermann Spieckermann

The volume contains various articles by Hermann Spieckermann covering wisdom literature, the Psalms and Old Testament theology. They strive to elucidate the connection between wisdom, prayer and Old Testament theology and to explore the world of God-related knowledge and prayer in order to identify the findings of sapiential literature and psalms for Old Testament theology. The art of living and praise of God are identified as the two focal points which pervade the entire Old Testament theology. German text. 500p (Mohr Siebeck, October 2018, Forschungen zum Alten Testament 91) paperback, 9783161563331, $55.00. Special Offer $44.00
Critical Spatiality in Genesis 1–11

by Zhenshuai Jiang

Space in the Hebrew Bible is increasingly studied from the perspective of critical spatiality, emphasizing the social and cultural dimension of space, how people experience space, and their creativity in constructing space. Zhenshuai Jiang investigates the discourses on space in Gen 1–11 and discusses the connection between social space and spatial narrative. He deals with various questions in different spatial terms, with a detailed textual analysis of Gen 1–11. How is space constructed in Gen 1–11? To what extent and how is this construction influenced by social and cultural elements? The author describes specifically how space in Gen 1–11 is constructed rhetorically, taking into account historical and social circumstances in which the texts were written.

227p (Mohr Siebeck, September 2018, Forschungen zum Alten Testament, 2. Reihe 99) paperback, 9783161563010, $111.00. Special Offer $89.00

Rewriting and Revision as Amendment in the Laws of Deuteronomy

by Kevin Mattison

This study examines Deuteronomy’s reworking of existing legal texts, arguing that Deuteronomy was designed to amend its main legal source, the Covenant Code (Exod 20:22–23:19). The model of amendment draws on existing models of replacement and supplementation in order to provide a more complete explanation of Deuteronomy’s rewriting of the Covenant Code, which is characterized by a combination of presupposition, complementation, and contradiction. The author draws examples from laws governing sacrifice and slaughter, tithes and firstlings, and manslaughter and asylum.

220p (Mohr Siebeck, December 2018, Forschungen zum Alten Testament, 2. Reihe) paperback, 9783161558153, $105.00. Special Offer $84.00

Psalmen und Chronik

edited by Friedhelm Hartenstein and Thomas Willi

The Books of Psalms and Chronicles open and close the ketubim in the TENAK. They share some significant mutual linguistic and thematic threads, which demonstrate their cognate character in the Second Temple literature. This becomes even more obvious if one looks at both works as a special example of the relationship of poetics and prose in ancient Jewish tradition. This volume contains the contributions of an international conference held at the Ludwig-Maximilians-University Munich where for the first time renowned scholars discussed aspects of the relationship between Psalms and Chronicles fundamentally and in detail. German text.

500p (Mohr Siebeck, March 2019, Forschungen zum Alten Testament, 2. Reihe) paperback, 9783161540103, $133.00. Special Offer $107.00

A Perfect Priest

Studies in the Letter to the Hebrews

by Albert Vanhoye, edited and translated by Nicholas J. Moore and Richard J. Ounsworth

Albert Vanhoye is one of the most prominent French biblical scholars of the period following the Second Vatican Council. This volume collects sixteen of his most significant essays on Hebrews, covering a variety of topics and approaches, with an emphasis on the key themes of priesthood and sacrifice. The essays are presented for the first time in English translation, with an introduction by the editors.

310p (Mohr Siebeck, November 2018, Wissenschaftliche Untersuchungen zum Neuen Testament, 2. Reihe) paperback, 9783161542893, $118.00. Special Offer $95.00

The High Priest and the Temple

Metaphorical Depictions of Jesus in the Letters of Ignatius of Antioch

by Jonathon Lookadoo

Jonathon Lookadoo explores Ignatius’s pairing of high priestly and temple metaphors in order to understand more clearly how Ignatius viewed Jesus and the church. The metaphors of high priest and temple are closely related in three of Ignatius’s letters. This study allows readers to appreciate better how Ignatius portrayed Jesus’s identity and work. The author also sheds light on how some of Ignatius’s audiences were to demonstrate unity. By exploring each metaphor with a view to its rhetorical function in a particular letter as well as to similar imagery in early Jewish and early Christian literature, Jonathon Lookadoo freshly illuminates Ignatius’s letters.

355p (Mohr Siebeck, October 2018, Wissenschaftliche Untersuchungen zum Neuen Testament, 2. Reihe 473) paperback, 9783161560712, $125.00. Special Offer $100.00
Paul’s ‘Works of the Law’ in the Perspective of Second Century Reception
by Matthew J. Thomas
Paul writes that we are justified by faith apart from ‘works of the law’, a disputed term that represents a fault line between ‘old’ and ‘new’ perspectives on Paul. Was the Apostle reacting against the Jews’ good works done to earn salvation, or the Mosaic Law’s practices that identified the Jewish people? Matthew J. Thomas examines how Paul’s second century readers understood these points in conflict, how they relate to ‘old’ and ‘new’ perspectives, and what their collective witness suggests about the Apostle’s own meaning. Surprisingly, these early witnesses align closely with the ‘new’ perspective, though their reasoning often differs from both viewpoints. They suggest that Paul opposes these works neither due to moralism, nor primarily for experiential or social reasons, but because the promised new law and covenant, which are transformative and universal in scope, have come in Christ.
269p (Mohr Siebeck, August 2018, Wissenschaftliche Untersuchungen zum Neuen Testament, 2. Reihe 468) paperback, 9783161562754, $118.00. Special Offer $95.00

by Dany Christopher
The aim of this study by Dany Christopher is to show where, how, and why Luke appropriates the theme of Passover in his writings. The author proposes that besides the passion narrative, allusions to Passover can be found in three other sets of passages: the infancy narrative, the Parousia discourses in Luke 12 and Luke 17, and the rescue stories of Peter (Acts 12) and Paul (Acts 27). He shows that the theme of Passover plays a major role in how Luke structures his narratives and conveys the message of God’s salvation.
253p (Mohr Siebeck, October 2018, Wissenschaftliche Untersuchungen zum Neuen Testament, 2. Reihe 476) paperback, 9783161551482, $97.00. Special Offer $78.00

The Place of Paideia in Hebrews’ Moral Thought
by Phillip A. Davis, Jr.
In Hebrews 12:1-17 the author seeks to encourage the readers by interpreting their sufferings as paideia from God. Scholars have typically interpreted this paideia either as corrective reproof or formative training, but by examining the passage in light of Hebrews’ ethics, the ancient practice of corporal punishment, and the author’s quotation of Proverbs 3:11-12, Phillip A. Davis, Jr. shows this dichotomy to be untenable. The main problem Hebrews addresses is the danger of sinning, not apostasy per se. Yet because Hebrews rejects second repentance, paideia cannot be corrective.
291p (Mohr Siebeck, October 2018, Wissenschaftliche Untersuchungen zum Neuen Testament, 2. Reihe 475) paperback, 9783161560033, $125.00. Special Offer $100.00

The Ethics of the Enactment and Reception of Cruciform Love
A Comparative Lexical, Conceptual, Exegetical, and Theological Study of Colossians 3:1–17
by John Frederick
This book compares the words and governing ethical pattern of thought in the catalogue of virtue and vice in Colossians 3:1-17 with contemporaneous Greco-Roman and Jewish texts. On the basis of these comparisons it argues that the ethical terms and concepts of Colossians are most directly influenced by the words and concepts found in the texts of the Jewish traditions.
280p (Mohr Siebeck, January 2019, Wissenschaftliche Untersuchungen zum Neuen Testament, 2. Reihe) paperback, 9783161552618, $112.00. Special Offer $90.00
Schlaf und Schlaflosigkeit im Alten Testament und seinen Nachbarkulturen

by Ulrich Dällenbach

Sleep and with it waking are subject to social and situational values—sleep is meaningful. The Old Testament also knows of this, where sleep is reported, sleep is evaluated, tamed, avoided, suffered, longed for, disturbed, and used as a cipher for attitude to life or fate. When the texts of the Bible and its environment speak of sleep, they don’t offer definitions but experiences, observations, and interpretations. Sleep opens up an important part of life and the time or circumstances in which it takes place. German text.
400p (Kohlhammer Verlag, September 2018, Beiträge zur Wissenschaft vom Alten und Neuen Testament 216) paperback, 9783170349827, $99.00. Special Offer $80.00

Das Alte Testament als deutsche Kolonie
Die Neuerfindung des Alten Testaments um 1800

by Simon Wiesgickl

In the short period between 1785 and 1810, the exegesis of the Old Testament in Germany took an enormous innovative leap. German scholars developed the so-called historical-critical method, setting new international standards. This meta-commentary on the history of Old Testament research examines the role played by the newly emerging field of ethnology and European colonialism. It suggests that the Old Testament served as a possibility space for a specifically German colonialism. The study contributes to German postcolonial theology and also adds an important chapter to the study of German colonialism. German text.
262p (Kohlhammer Verlag, April 2018, Beiträge zur Wissenschaft vom Alten und Neuen Testament 214) paperback, 9783170333475, $94.00. Special Offer $76.00

Lobe den Herrn, meine “Seele”
Eine kognitiv-linguistische Studie zur nāfēš des Menschen im Alten Testament

by Katrin Müller

This book extensively analyzes the role the term “nephesh” (npsh as transliterated from the Hebrew, with various meanings such as breath, life, soul, etc.) as it pertains to understanding what a human being is in the Old Testament. With the help from the analytical concept of metonymy and methods from cognitive linguistics, important questions are pursued in this work. Is the concept of “soul” obscured by “nephesh” or contained within it? Is the synthetic composition of the body really a trait found specifically among Semitic peoples? German text.
360p (Kohlhammer Verlag, July 2918, Beiträge zur Wissenschaft vom Alten und Neuen Testament 215) paperback, 9783170344365, $88.00. Special Offer $71.00

Israel – JHWH – Völker
Eine Analyse der Beziehungen im Ezechielbuch

by Cornelia Assmann

The Babylonian Exile led to a crises in the relationship between Israel and YHWH. The Book of Ezekiel reflects on the fragile connection that exiled Israel had to God. In response to this crises, the book seeks to reconstitute Israel as the “People of God.” For this reason, Ezekiel insists that Israel must define anew its relationship to other peoples. The authors of this work examine these themes on the basis of Ez. 6:20 and 36, in which the Ezekiel author considers the constellations of players and relationships between Israel, YHWH, and other peoples. The authors of this book show that the nations had a direct connection to YHWH at the same time that Israel did or, without such a connection, Israel’s claim “to be the people of God,” becomes relativized. German text.
380p (Kohlhammer Verlag, September 2018, Beiträge zur Wissenschaft vom Alten und Neuen Testament 217) paperback, 9783170354692, $99.00. Special Offer $80.00

Jesus als Thronprätendent
Institutionalisierte Formen der Macht in der lukanischen Darstellung Jesu

by Paul Schiebe

“Who do the people say that I am?” (Lk 9:18). This programmatic question asked by Jesus about his identity serves as the point of departure for this study. For the answer, the author sets out on an entirely new path: he uses methods from cultural anthropology related to the ancient construction of identity combined with new academic theories, such as the work of Luhmann and others concerning lordship in pre-modern societies. The result is that he developed an innovative exegetical tool, which provides new views on the Gospel of Luke, especially the ways in which Lukes Jesus is presented in typical ways as a royal pretender. German text.
420p (Kohlhammer Verlag, September 2018, Beiträge zur Wissenschaft vom Alten und Neuen Testament 219) paperback, 9783170322004, $99.00. Special Offer $80.00
Weisheit
by Luca Mazzinghi

For the first time, this commentary brings together all aspects relevant to the interpretation of this late text of the Old Testament: Textual criticism, philological and literary analysis; its dual historical context, with its connection to the Greek-Hellenistic environment on the one hand, and to the biblical tradition on the other; and finally, the very innovative theology of the Book of Wisdom. Aspects of its history of reception and hermeneutic questions round off the commentary. German text.

$600 (Kohlhammer Verlag, July 2018, Internationaler Exegetischer Kommentar zum Alten Testament) hardcover, 9783170224247, $124.00. Special Offer $100.00

Migrationsprozesse im ältesten Christentum
edited by Reinhard von Bendemann and Markus Tiwald

Until recently, the concept of migration in the history of ancient Christianity has only played a minor role although it had significant meaning in ancient, and especially early, Christian texts. Questions and interest in the study of migration make it possible to organize the emergence and proliferation of the oldest Christian ideas in innovative ways and to open up the sources themselves for analysis through new questions and methods. The collected articles in this volume are shaped by close historical analysis in pursuit of answers to questions concerning the body of texts from the early Christian period as they relate to migration in both literary and theological discourse. German text.

$300 (Kohlhammer Verlag, December 2018, Beiträge zur Wissenschaft vom Alten und Neuen Testament 218) paperback, 9783170354715, $82.00. Special Offer $66.00
Lutheran Theology and the Shaping of Society
The Danish Kingdom as Example
edited by Bo Kristian Holm and Nina J. Koefoed
From different perspectives this book studies the role of Reformation theology in the shaping of Danish society and the social dimensions of Lutheran confessional culture. The book develops an approach making it possible to draw strong conclusion about the social teaching of Luther and its impact on the development of the Danish society. It works on a conceptual level by analyzing the social dimensions of key Lutheran concepts and their translation into the doctrine of the three estates (church, household, and state), and on the level of lived experience of life within these three orders, not at least within the household forming the ideal form also for church and state.
365p (Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, June 2018, Refo500 Academic Studies 33) hardcover, 9783525551240, $100.00. Special Offer $80.00

From Wittenberg to the World
Essays on the Reformation and its Legacy in Honor of Robert Kolb
edited by Erik H. Herrmann, Charles Arand and Daniel L. Mattson
The book honours the Rev. Dr. Robert A Kolb, retired Director of the Institute for Mission Studies and Missions Professor in systematic theology at Concordia Seminary, St. Louis, and perhaps the leading authority on the development of ‘Wittenberg Theology’ in the English-speaking world. Here, colleagues and co-workers address and push forward Kolb insights into the history of the Reformation era.
358p (V&R Academic, May 2018, Refo500 Academic Studies 50) hardcover, 9783525531266, $113.00. Special Offer $91.00

Sebastian Castello (1515–1563) — Dissidenz und Toleranz
Beiträge zu einer internationalen Tagung auf dem Monte Verita in Ascona 2015
edited by Barbara Mahlmann-Bauer
The articles analyze Castellio’s anonymous treaty De haereticis an sint persequendi in its original context. Castellio instigated debates about tolerance which proved to be crucial for the self-fashioning of protestantism and the claim for a reformatio continua. Castellio’s lesser known writings also argue for religious ideas and basic moral norms about which agreement can reached beyond confessional controversies. German text.
613p (V&R Academic, July 2018, Refo500 Academic Studies 46) hardcover, 9783525570890, $175.00. Special Offer $140.00

The Doctrine of Election in Reformed Perspective
Historical and Theological Investigations of the Synod of Dort 1618–1619
edited by Frank van der Pol
In 11 essays The Doctrine of Election in Reformed Perspective reflect ongoing investigations concerning the doctrine of election, with special focus on the Synod of Dort 1618–19. Important lines of demarcation between different Reformed orthodox groups and denominations find their root divergence, as well as historical concentration point, in relation to this very issue. The ongoing research presented in this collection can open up a fresh field of fertile investigation for theological discussion.
260p (V&R Academic, November 2018, Refo500 Academic Studies 51) hardcover, 9783525570708, $100.00. Special Offer $80.00

Reformations in Hungary in the Age of the Ottoman Conquest
by Pál Ács
This book discusses various aspects of the cultural and literary history of Hungary during the hundred years that followed the Battle of Mohács (1526) and the onset of the Reformation. The author focuses on the special Ottoman context of the Hungarian Reformation movements including the Protestant and Catholic Reformation and the spiritual reform of Erasmian intellectuals and argues that the Ottoman presence in Hungary could mean the co-existence of Ottoman bureaucrats and soldiers with the indigenous population. He explores the culture of occupied areas, the ways Christians came to terms with Muslim authorities, and the co-existence of Muslims and Christians.
304p (V&R Academic, December 2018, Refo500 Academic Studies 52) hardcover, 9783525570845, $113.00. Special Offer $91.00
The Council of Trent: Reform and Controversy in Europe and Beyond (1545–1700) edited by Violet Soen and Wim François

Exactly 450 years after the solemn closure of the Council of Trent on 4 December 1563, scholars from diverse regional, disciplinary and confessional backgrounds convened in Leuven to reflect upon the impact of this Council, not only in Europe but also beyond. Their conclusions are to be found in these three impressive volumes. The authors reassess in a first volume Tridentine views on the Bible, theology and liturgy, as well as their reception by Protestants. The second volume analyzes the changes in local ecclesiastical life, initiated by bishops, orders and congregations, and the political strife and confession-alisation accompanying this reform process. The final volume examines the afterlife of Trent in arts and music, as well as in the global impact of Trent through missions.

Vol. 1: Between Trent, Rome and Wittenberg
423p (Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, September 2018, Refo500 Academic Studies 35.1) hardcover, 9783525551073, $125.00. Special Offer $100.00

Vol. 2: Between Bishops and Princes
412p (Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, September 2018, Refo500 Academic Studies 35.2) hardcover, 9783525551080, $125.00. Special Offer $100.00

Vol. 3: Between Artists and Adventurers
315p (Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, September 2018, Refo500 Academic Studies 35.3) hardcover, 9783525551097, $125.00. Special Offer $100.00

The Bible in Byzantium: Appropriation, Adaptation, Interpretation edited by Claudia Rapp and Andreas Külzer

The Bible is the foundational text for the Byzantine Empire. The papers of this volume explore its reception through appropriation, adaptation and interpretation as articulated in all aspects of Byzantine society. Various angles shed light on the Byzantine experience of the Bible. The wide range of source materials that inform the contributions to this volume—from manuscripts and military hand-books to lead seals and pilgrim guides—allows insights into a vivid liturgical tradition, which shapes Orthodox Christianity up today. The volume shows the multitude of strategies for the engagement with the Biblical text and the manifold ways in which the Bible message was experienced, articulated and brought to life on a daily basis.

160p (V&R Academic, November 2018, Journal of Ancient Judaism. Supplements 25.6) hardcover, 9783525570685, $113.00. Special Offer $91.00

Prophecy and Its Cultic Dimensions edited by Lena-Sofia Tiemeyer

This collection of eight essays deals with a wide range of historical, literary, and methodological issues. First, what were the links between the cultic and the prophetic personnel? Did prophets have ritual/cultic functions in temples? Did prophetic actions and/or utterances play a role in the performance of the cult? What were the ritual aspects of divinations? Second, how do literary texts describe the interaction between prophecy and cult? Third, how can various theories (e.g. religious theory, performance theory) enable us to reach a better understanding of the interplay between divination and cultic ritual in ancient Israel and the wider ancient Near East?

208p (V&R Academic, January 2019, Journal of Ancient Judaism. Supplements 31) hardcover, 9783525570869, $94.00. Special Offer $76.00

Piyyut and Midrash: Form, Genre, and History by Tzvi Novick

Novick studies the relationship between rabbinic midrash and classical (and to a lesser extent pre-classical) piyyut. The first focuses on features of piyyut that distinguish it, at least prima facie, from rabbinic midrash: its performative character, its formal constraints, and its character as prayer. The second part considers midrash and piyyut together via an analysis of a narrative form that looms large in both corpora. The ‘serial narrative’ is a narrative that binds biblical history together by stringing together instance of the ‘same’ event across multiple time periods. Thereby, Novick surveys basic features of serial narratives in midrash and piyyut.

240p (V&R Academic, November 2018, Journal of Ancient Judaism. Supplements) hardcover, 9783525570807, $113.00. Special Offer $91.00
Evangelisch-Katholischer Kommentar zum Neuen Testament
III/1: Das Evangelium nach Lukas (Lk 1,1–9,50)
by François Bovon
This is the first volume of a commentary on the Gospel of Luke, conceived in three volumes, and comprises the first chapters of the gospel (Luke 1:1-9:50), i.e., the infancy gospels and the Galilean period of Jesus’ ministry. The introduction briefly discusses text-critical questions, canonization, language, construction, origin, and the theological profile of the Third Gospel. According to the author, Luke is not a direct disciple of Paul; he represents a special form of Paulinism in the third generation of Christianity. Luke was more interested in the person of the Son of God and the story of the First Witnesses than in the external structure of Christian communities. This commentary is accompanied by detailed references and a translation. German text.
530p (V&R Academic, January 2019) paperback, 9783788712709, $105.00. Special Offer $84.00

Evangelisch-Katholischer Kommentar zum Neuen Testament
III/2: Das Evangelium nach Lukas (Lk 9,51–14,35)
by François Bovon
This second volume to an even greater extent takes into account the reception history of the Gospel of Luke through the centuries of Christian tradition. In the analysis of the individual sections of the text, particular attention is paid to the theological work of the evangelist, his use of the Gospel of Mark and the Source Q, thereby revealing the specific theological perspective of the Gospel. Lk 9,51-14,35 mentions pivotal pericopes, such as Woes on the Pharisees and the Experts in the Law, The Parables of the Mustard Seed and the Yeast, Jesus’ Teaching on Prayer, the new order of the Beatitudes, and the search for Christian wisdom. Again and again the commentary elucidates the image of Jesus the evangelist wants to convey: Jesus, the prophet and sage, the Messiah on the way to his passion. German text.
560p (V&R Academic, January 2019) paperback, 9783788715496, $112.00. Special Offer $90.00

Evangelisch-Katholischer Kommentar zum Neuen Testament
VI/2: Der Brief an die Römer (Teilband 2: Röm 9–16)
by Michael Wolter
Within the history of Christianity the epistle to the Christians in Rome had a strong theological impact. It has been considered to be the most important of the Pauline letters. Detailed philological and historical studies explain the text of this letter, make it transparent and comprehensible for the modern reader. Wolter interprets the text within its cultural and historical environment. These investigations are combined with a theological interpretation that examine the distinct profile of Paul’s theological thinking as it is expressed in this writing. This commentary is the first German commentary on Romans which interprets the letter within the scope of the ‘New Perspective on Paul’ and as part of the Christian-Jewish separation process. German text.
528p (V&R Academic, December 2018) paperback, 9783788733445, $100.00. Special Offer $80.00

Der “Kritisch-exegetische Kommentar” in seiner Geschichte
H.A.W. Meyers KEK von seiner Gründung 1829 bis heute
edited by Eve-Marie Becker Friedrich Wilhelm Horn and Dietrich-Alex Koch
The Kritisch-exegetischer Kommentar zum Neuen Testament (KEK) was begun by Heinrich August Wilhelm Meyer in 1829 and to this day bears his name, as Meyers Kommentar. The work offers fundamental commentaries on the interpretation of the New Testament writings in sixteen sections. Its hallmark is a persistent philological and religious-historical accentuation. Among the commentaries are theological masterpieces such as Rudolf Bultmann’s commentary on the Gospel of John or Wilhelm Bousset’s commentary on the Revelation. This volume traces the history of the KEK, its authors and its relationship to Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht publishers from its beginnings to the present and discusses the varied interpretation of the New Testament writings. German text.
558p (V&R Academic, June 2018, Kritisch-exegetischer Kommentar über das Neue Testament) hardcover, 9783525516409, $100.00. Special Offer $80.00
Edwards Amasa Park: The Last Edwardsean

by Charles W. Phillips

Edwards Amasa Park (1808–1900) of Andover championed Edwardsean Calvinism in the United States from the Jacksonian era until the very close of the nineteenth century by employing rhetorical strategies that lent his New England theology fresh apologetic usefulness. The thesis demonstrates that Park has been incorrectly identified as a Taylorite but, extending the argument of Joseph Conforti, ought to be viewed as re-casting his inherited Hopkinesian exercise scheme into a fresh historical synthesis influenced by contemporary patterns of thought. Additionally, the thesis argues that Park ought not to be viewed as a romantic idealist or as a proto-liberal in advance of the Andover liberals who succeeded him. Park retained a life-long commitment to a commingled epistemology and methodology derived from Lockean empiricism, Baconian induction, natural theology and Scottish common sense realism. As a formidable apologist for his revivalist inheritance, Edwards Amasa Park conserved the substance and prolonged the influence of his beloved New England theology by securing for it modes of expression well fitted to his nineteenth-century audience.

228p (V&R Academic, June 2018, New Directions in Jonathan Edwards Studies 4) hardcover, 9783525560303, $88.00. Special Offer $71.00

How Prophecy Works


by William L. Kelly

There is a longstanding scholarly debate on the nature of prophecy in ancient Israel. Until now, no study has based itself on the semantics of the Hebrew lexeme nabi (“prophet”). This investigation discusses the nature and function of prophecy in the corpus of the Hebrew book of Jeremiah. It analyses all occurrences of nabi in Jeremiah and performs a close reading of three primary texts, Jeremiah 1.4–19, 23.9–40 and 27.1–28.17. The result is a detailed explanation of how prophecy works, and what it meant to call someone a nabi in ancient Israel.

264p (V&R Academic, December 2018, Forschungen zur Religion und Literatur des Alten und Neuen Testaments 272) hardcover, 9783525540732, $100.00. Special Offer $80.00

Hiobs viele Gesichter

Studien zur Komposition, Tradition und frühen Rezeption des Hiobbuches

by Markus Witte

The articles collected in this volume deal with the literary genre of the Book of Job, its central anthropological and theological themes, as well as its early history of reception. They place the text within the context of ancient Near Eastern theodicy poems and examine its place in the history of biblical literature and theology, and also shed light on its protagonists of the early Greek, Aramaic, Syrian and Latin translations. All essays strive to portray the many facets the Book of Job has developed in the course of its composition, edition, and early reception. A special focus is on the antique and late antique versions of the Book of Job. For here the variations of the character of Job, which are already reflected in the compositional and editorial history of the Hebrew text, are continued. Narrative blanks of the Hebrew version are filled. Through internal Scriptural interpretation, characters in the book are elaborated upon and Job himself is placed within the history of biblical figures and events. German text.

235p (V&R Academic, May 2018, Forschungen zur Religion und Literatur des Alten und Neuen Testaments 267) hardcover, 9783525552650, $113.00. Special Offer $91.00

Calling Bodies in Lived Space

Spatial Explorations on the Concept of Calling in a Public Urban Space

by Kaia S. Rønsdal

This volume combines the perspective of production of space, ethical theory and fieldwork, focusing on the contradictions in lived space, by observing encounters and interactions between different groups of people in everyday public space. It is an interdisciplinary contribution to the science of diaconia. The interest lies with the lives that diaconia traditionally have been concerned with and the spaces where these lives are lived, exploring the concept of calling through narratives of these lives and spaces. The book challenges and contributes to traditional and contemporary notions of calling as it is understood in the Scandinavian tradition.

202p (V&R Academic, August 2018, Research in Contemporary Religion 27) hardcover, 9783525570913, $75.00. Special Offer $60.00

How Prophecy Works


by William L. Kelly

There is a longstanding scholarly debate on the nature of prophecy in ancient Israel. Until now, no study has based itself on the semantics of the Hebrew lexeme nabi (“prophet”). This investigation discusses the nature and function of prophecy in the corpus of the Hebrew book of Jeremiah. It analyses all occurrences of nabi in Jeremiah and performs a close reading of three primary texts, Jeremiah 1.4–19, 23.9–40 and 27.1–28.17. The result is a detailed explanation of how prophecy works, and what it meant to call someone a nabi in ancient Israel.

264p (V&R Academic, December 2018, Forschungen zur Religion und Literatur des Alten und Neuen Testaments 272) hardcover, 9783525540732, $100.00. Special Offer $80.00

Hiobs viele Gesichter

Studien zur Komposition, Tradition und frühen Rezeption des Hiobbuches

by Markus Witte

The articles collected in this volume deal with the literary genre of the Book of Job, its central anthropological and theological themes, as well as its early history of reception. They place the text within the context of ancient Near Eastern theodicy poems and examine its place in the history of biblical literature and theology, and also shed light on its protagonists of the early Greek, Aramaic, Syrian and Latin translations. All essays strive to portray the many facets the Book of Job has developed in the course of its composition, edition, and early reception. A special focus is on the antique and late antique versions of the Book of Job. For here the variations of the character of Job, which are already reflected in the compositional and editorial history of the Hebrew text, are continued. Narrative blanks of the Hebrew version are filled. Through internal Scriptural interpretation, characters in the book are elaborated upon and Job himself is placed within the history of biblical figures and events. German text.

235p (V&R Academic, May 2018, Forschungen zur Religion und Literatur des Alten und Neuen Testaments 267) hardcover, 9783525552650, $113.00. Special Offer $91.00

Calling Bodies in Lived Space

Spatial Explorations on the Concept of Calling in a Public Urban Space

by Kaia S. Rønsdal

This volume combines the perspective of production of space, ethical theory and fieldwork, focusing on the contradictions in lived space, by observing encounters and interactions between different groups of people in everyday public space. It is an interdisciplinary contribution to the science of diaconia. The interest lies with the lives that diaconia traditionally have been concerned with and the spaces where these lives are lived, exploring the concept of calling through narratives of these lives and spaces. The book challenges and contributes to traditional and contemporary notions of calling as it is understood in the Scandinavian tradition.

202p (V&R Academic, August 2018, Research in Contemporary Religion 27) hardcover, 9783525570913, $75.00. Special Offer $60.00
What has been realized concerning the teaching of the last things in the letters of Paul the Apostle? Based on Romans 5–8 various Pauline texts are examined and explained with the model of modalized time provided by cultural philosophy. For believers, earthly existence means presence in relation. Both Jesus Christ himself and the believers’ relation to him create the essential center of Paul’s realized eschatology. This teaching is displayed in the reality of the relation of men lived by faith to God, their fellow men and to themselves in Jesus Christ. German text.

586p (V&R Academic, August 2018, Wissenschaftliche Monographien zum Alten und Neuen Testament 152) hardcover, 9783788733223, $88.00. Special Offer $71.00

This study shows that the syntagma dynamis eis soterian was widely used in ancient Greek literature of the Classical, Hellenistic, and Greco-Roman periods. A semantic context analysis reveals that “danger” is the common intersection of all contexts in which the syntagma dynamis eis soterian occurs. In a modified way it also appears in texts of the New Testament (Romans 1:16; 1 Peter 1:5): By using dynamis (theou) eis soterian in a context focused on danger, Paul indicates that his use of the syntagma is consistent with the pagan, non-biblical use. German text.

384p (V&R Academic, August 2018, Wissenschaftliche Monographien zum Alten und Neuen Testament 154) hardcover, 9783788733285, $75.00. Special Offer $60.00
Ismael
Israels Selbstwahrnehmung
im Kreis der Völker aus der
Nachkommenschaft Abrahams
by Thomas Naumann
The figure Ismael reminds, that the blessing and remaining care of the God of Israel is valid for the non-israelite peoples out of the descendants of Abraham as well. Concerning the tale itself Ismael is neither enemy nor counterpole to Isaak, as Paulus depicted in Gal 4, but promise and antecedent. As such he shares God's blessings and impositions with his brother without being Israel's heir. Thus Genesis offers a theologically reflected, inclusive view on Ismael and his mother Hagar. Regarding Thomas Naumann's results it becomes clear, that the negative view on Abraham's firstborn son which dominates the history of reception cannot rely on the story of Genesis. German text.

Gottesnähe
Zur Rede von der Präsenz
JHWHs in der Priesterschrift
und verwandten Texten
by Michael Emmendörffer
Michael Emmendörffer examines the Priestly Source and shows how, under changed political, social, and religious conditions after the catastrophe of 587 BC, it re-justifies the presence and proximity of God and embeds it into hermeneutic key texts (Creation, Flood, Abraham and Exodus). He traces in detail the rereading of older origin myths and their transformation processes, taking into account analog concepts of God in the cultures of ancient Egypt and Mesopotamia, which considerably widens the study's scope on the history of religion and theology. Reflections on the Book of Ezekiel and Isaiah 40–55 in their contemporary conceptions are also included. German text.

“Wenn ein Mensch stirbt, lebt er dann wieder auf?”
(Hi 14,14)
Zur Frage einer Jenseitshoffnung im hebräischen und im griechischen Hiobbuch
by Hoby Randriambola-Ratsimihah
Regarding the Hebrew book of Job as well as concerning the Greek version, there has been much debate on the controversial question of an afterworld and the hope for resurrection. Yet a monograph looking into this topic in such depth remained unseen. Compared to other studies, this thesis stands out due to its efforts of understanding the main texts according to its original intents. The author discusses the topic also from the points of view of history of religion, history of tradition, and history of theology. The results of this convincing analysis are an important contribution to understanding the biblical idea of resurrection. German text.

“Lobe den Herrn, meine Seele!”
Psalm 103 in seinen Kontexten
by Ann-Cathrin Fiß
Psalm 103 is characterized by its religious-historical meaning and reception in Christianity. Ann-Cathrin Fiß shows that Psalm 103, even in its development, is a theologically reflective text, which presents different receptive traditions from all three parts of the later canon. The author presents the importance of the psalm as a textual tool for later texts, which developed into an early type of theological compendia. The period of development for this psalm has been dated to around the third century before Christ and Fiß focuses her work on the inner thematic coherence of the psalm, which she interprets in terms of motif history. German text.
A Continental View: Johannes Cocceius’s Federal Theology of the Sabbath
by Casey B. Carmichael
Carmichael argues that Johannes Cocceius’s theology of the Sabbath serves as a window through which one can view more clearly his federal theology or covenant theology. Covenant theology was the most distinctive feature of his theology. Moreover, Cocceius spent a notable portion of his life engaging in the Leiden Sabbath Controversies from 1655 to 1659, which played a key role in the split of the Reformed Dutch Republic into two socio-political blocs—Cocceians and Voetians. So far scholars have tended to overlook this critical phase in Cocceius’s theological development. Carmichael sheds light on it by looking at the theological texts that Cocceius wrote that absorbed his attention during this significant period.
192p (V&R Academic, November 2018, Reformed Historical Theology 41) hardcover, 9783525552780, $100.00. Special Offer $80.00

Der gekreuzigte Triumphator: Eine motivkritische Studie zum Markusevangelium
by Markus Lau
Markus Lau discovers allusions within the Gospel of Mark regarding the ritual of the Roman triumphal procession, identifies these within the text and analyses them by taking recourse to a wide range of methods. The author interprets the encrypted allusions with a view to the literary functionality of the text during its period of creation. German text.
680p (Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, December 2018, Novum Testamentum et Orbis Antiquus/Studien zur Umwelt des Neuen Testaments 114) hardcover, 9783525593738, $175.00. Special Offer $140.00

Kritisch-exegetischer Kommentar über das Neue Testament
Band 10.2: Der zweite Thessalonicherbrief
by Tobias Nicklas
Tobias Nicklas’ commentary on the Second Epistle to the Thessalonians amplifies the commentary by Ernst von Dobschütz from 1909 with a current edition. Nicklas understands the text as the pseudographical writing of an anonymous early Christian who was familiar with Paul’s thinking but adapted it in crucial parts to a new situation.
230p (Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, December 2018) hardcover, 9783525516393, $63.00. Special Offer $51.00

Das erste Buch Mose (Genesis): Die Urgeschichte Gen 1–11
by Jan Christian Gertz
Biblical Primordial History considers the origin of the world and its order, the origin of man and the origins of culture. It is an expression of the basic conviction that everything present and everything future received its essence in the beginning. Gertz presents a new commentary on Gen 1–11, whose narratives of Adam and Eve, Cain and Abel, Noah’s Ark, and the Tower of Babel have shaped our view of ourselves and the world like few other literary works. German text.
348p (V&R Academic, June 2018, Das Alte Testament Deutsch (ATD) – Neubearbeitungen 1) hardcover, 9783525570555, $100.00. Special Offer $80.00

Mutuum date nihil desperantes (Lk 6,35)
Reziprozität bei Lukas
by Matthias Adrian
The cultural environment of the New Testament is shaped by two rivaling principles of social exchange: The sphere of traditional reciprocity, which is based on cyclic long-term relationships, is partly invaded by forms of market economy. Everyday conflicts in the spheres of euergetism or patron-client relationships provide the framework for Luke’s own vision of a communion of goods as counter-society. German text.
360p (V&R Academic, May 2018, Novum Testamentum et Orbis Antiquus/ Studien zur Umwelt des Neuen Testaments 119) hardcover, 9783525570661, $125.00. Special Offer $100.00
Ahavah – Die Liebe Gottes im Alten Testament
Ursprünge, Transformationen und Wirkungen
edited by Manfred Oeming
The popular contrasting juxtaposition of the God of Wrath and Violence in the Old Testament, and the God of Love in the New Testament, is extensively investigated in this volume. 16 contributions investigate scientifically the texts in the Old Testament, from Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus to the Psalms, from the prophets to the Song of songs, and show how deeply the actions and emotions of God towards man and man’s action against God and the fellow human beings are influenced by of ahavah = love. German text. 432p (Evangelische Verlagsanstalt, January 2018, Arbeiten zur Bibel und ihrer Geschichte 55) hardcover, 9783374053544, $48.00. Special Offer $39.00

Die Engel und der Krieg
Ein angelologisches Motiv bei Daniel und im 2. Makkäerbuch und seine traditionsgeschichtlichen Voraussetzungen
by Ann-Christin Grüninger
While guardian angels are popular topics in biblical studies, warlike and fighting angels have been barely noticed so far. This study focuses on the issue of the war angels in Daniel and 2 Maccabees, showing that each of the books has its own specific understanding of warlike angels. In the book of Daniel, the motif of a battle of the angels is intended to highlight the meaning of the Divine revelation. In 2 Maccabees, the angelic beings appear to support the Maccabees in their battle on earth. These motifs are analyzed against the background of different traditions, assessing Ancient Near Eastern and Greek Hellenistic sources. German text. 296p (Evangelische Verlagsanstalt, September 2018, Arbeiten zur Bibel und ihrer Geschichte 60) hardcover, 9783374053742, $85.00. Special Offer $68.00

Ein Meilenstein der Hebraistik
Der “Sefer ha-Bachur” Elia Levitas in Sebastian Münsters Übersetzung und Edition
by Melanie Lange
As a Christian Hebrew scholar of the first generation, Sebastian Münster translated a Jewish Hebrew grammar into Latin and entered an intercultural and interreligious dialogue with the author of his linguistic template, the Jewish philologist Elia Levita. An intensive correspondence between both is documented, but unfortunately not preserved, except for one document. So only Levitas work remains to examine the scientific discourse between them. Münster translated it, thus making it accessible for the Christian scholarly world of the Reformation and Renaissance humanism era. German text. 440p (Evangelische Verlagsanstalt, December 2018, Arbeiten zur Bibel und ihrer Geschichte 62) hardcover, 9783374056811, $110.00. Special Offer $88.00

Eine törichte Frau und drei schöne Töchter
Eine wirkungskritische Studie zu den Frauenfiguren im Hiobbuch im frühen Judentum
by Leonie Ratschow
The study illustrates the conversation between the biblical Book of Job and its Wirkungsgeschichte in the early Jewish documents—the Greek Septuagint version and the Testament of Job. The work is focused on the women in the Book of Job, his wife and three daughters. Hermeneutical insight into their importance is gained by the methodological approach which concentrates on the biblical effects (Wirkungskritik). According to the author’s conviction the comprehension of the text is based on cognitive as well as on emotional effects. This may possibly be discovered from the later works. German text. 368p (Evangelische Verlagsanstalt, December 2018, Arbeiten zur Bibel und ihrer Geschichte 61) hardcover, 9783374054527, $123.00. Special Offer $99.00

Erfahrung im Alten Testament
Untersuchung zur Exegese des Alten Testaments bei Franz Delitzsch
by Jacob Corzine
The fact that even in his own day, the exegetical work of the theologian Franz Delitzsch was treated as outdated, stands in contrast to the reception and attention his writings received and in some cases still receive in both German and English speaking contexts. This study investigates Delitzsch’s approach and its roots in the Lutheran Erlangen School, to which he clearly belonged. Present debates about the place of the Old Testament in Christian theology confirm the continued relevance of such studies, in particular when one considers Delitzsch’s remarkable relationship to Judaism. German text. 330p (Evangelische Verlagsanstalt, March 2018, Arbeiten zur Systematischen Theologie 13) hardcover, 9783374054145, $85.00. Special Offer $68.00

Erfahrung im Alten Testament
Untersuchung zur Exegese des Alten Testaments bei Franz Delitzsch
by Jacob Corzine
The fact that even in his own day, the exegetical work of the theologian Franz Delitzsch was treated as outdated, stands in contrast to the reception and attention his writings received and in some cases still receive in both German and English speaking contexts. This study investigates Delitzsch’s approach and its roots in the Lutheran Erlangen School, to which he clearly belonged. Present debates about the place of the Old Testament in Christian theology confirm the continued relevance of such studies, in particular when one considers Delitzsch’s remarkable relationship to Judaism. German text. 330p (Evangelische Verlagsanstalt, March 2018, Arbeiten zur Systematischen Theologie 13) hardcover, 9783374054145, $85.00. Special Offer $68.00
The Present “Just Peace/Just War” Debate
Two Discussions or One?
edited by Ad de Bruijne and Gerard den Hertog
At first the end of the Cold War seemed to mark a period of relative rest. However, it became apparent that we have not reached the end of history. As a matter of fact, the world is confronted by new political constellations of so far unknown martial intensity. Both in Germany and in the Anglo-Saxon world, debates on the concepts of Just peace/ Just war have intensified, but mutual engagement between these contexts has remained scarce. Against this background a conference was held in 2016, in which ethicists from both contexts were involved. The present volume contains the edited version of the seven contributions to this conference, supplemented with four articles by others that were written deliberately for this volume.
324p (Evangelische Verlagsanstalt, October 2018, Beihefte zur Ökumenischen Rundschau 121) paperback, 9783374056200, $48.00. Special Offer $39.00

Theodicy and Protest
edited by Beate Ego, Ute Gause, Ron Margolin and Dallit Rom-Shiloni
The question of theodicy is one of the central topics of monotheistic religions. The contributions to the present volume by Jewish and Christian scholars from Israel and Germany show how Judaism and Christianity over the centuries—starting with the Hebrew Bible up to the 20th century—have dealt with this problem.
304p (Evangelische Verlagsanstalt, May 2018, Studien zu Kirche und Israel) paperback, 9783374054459, $60.00. Special Offer $48.00

Apollon, Artemis, Asteria und die Apokalypse des Johannes
Eine Spurensuche zur Intertextualität und Intermedialität im Rahmen griechisch-römischer Kultur
edited by Stefan Alkier and Thomas Paulsen
The volume originates from a seminar about poetics and intertextuality of the apocalypse of John that focused on the cultural environment of origin and first receptions of the apocalypse in Hellenistic-Roman Anatolia. The contributions indicate intertextual and intermedial connections to Greco-Roman culture and point out many references to gods, myths, forms of government and medicine. German text.
352p (Evangelische Verlagsanstalt, June 2018, Kleine Schriften des Fachbereichs Evangelische Theologie der Goethe-Universität Frankfurt/Main 9) paperback, 9783374056903, $35.00. Special Offer $28.00

Muslim Christian Relations Observed
Comparative Studies from Indonesia and the Netherlands
edited by Volker Küster and Robert Setio
The Indonesian Dutch Consortium on Muslim-Christian Relations brought together academics, intellectuals as well as social activists from both countries, Christians and Muslims alike. The contributions are organized according to five generative themes: Identity, Religion and State, Gender, Hermeneutics and Theology of Dialogue. It is hoped that this project will inspire continuous efforts for interreligious dialogue.
392p (Evangelische Verlagsanstalt, September 2018, ContactZone) paperback, 9783374056187, $43.00. Special Offer $35.00

Europäischer Gottesdienstatlas / European Atlas of Liturgy
Protestantische Perspektiven auf den Gottesdienst / Protestant Perspectives on Worship Services
edited by Jochen Arnold and Adél Dávid
Europe is growing together. What in political contexts is often only a pious hope may be experienced in many places in regard to worship service. This worship atlas provides a differentiated but comprehensive view on significant developments of the ecclesial landscape in liturgical matters.
English and German text.
376p (Evangelische Verlagsanstalt, August 2018) paperback, 9783374056637, $32.00. Special Offer $26.00
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